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1-003-0000

Werner Langen (PPE), Chair of the Committee of Inquiry into Money Laundering, Tax
Avoidance and Tax Evasion. – Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues! We are
starting our today's meeting. 16 languages are available in total. Colleagues from all 16
language groups are not here yet, so I will switch to my mother tongue, to German, and wish
you all a warm welcome this morning. We prepared the documents and as always gave the
questions and answers and the documents to our research service – unfortunately this was only
yesterday which meant that, given the amount of documents, it was difficult to read and evaluate
it all in detail. As usual, our meeting today will be streamed online on the Europarl website. I
would like to point out that there are cameras here. Each speaker will be filmed by the camera
directly; it automatically directs itself towards the speaker.

Today we have the second part of our public hearing: public hearing on ‘The role of lawyers,
auditors and bankers in the Panama Papers scandal’. A warm welcome to you all. The first part
took place a few days ago with very interesting contributions. I am delighted that we have
experts in two panels today. The opening speeches today will once more be given by two
journalists whom we invited from a number of journalists belonging to the network through
which the Panama Papers were published.

I would therefore firstly like to welcome:
Benedikt Strunz from the radio station Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR) in Germany. He is a
member of the Panama Papers team;
I would then also like to welcome:
Aleksandra Helena Sobisz (who is not present. I have been told she is unwell);
Katrin Keikert, former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank;
Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks;
Thorsten Höche, General Counsel of the Association of German Banks;
Ulrike Paul, Vice-president of the Federal Law Society;
and Frank Johnigk, Head of the Federal Law Society money laundering and criminal law
division – a warm welcome to all of you.

We have agreed that each speaker should have seven minutes for their introduction. Then we
have a list of speakers agreed by the parliamentary groups and that is when the questions and
answers will be dealt with in five minute slots. I would be grateful if the speakers would also
ask their questions then.

Then we can begin. Benedikt Strunz, you have the floor.

1-004-0000

Benedikt Strunz, Norddeutscher Rundfunk/NDR, Germany, Investigative Journalist and
member of the Panama Papers team. – Mr Langen, ladies and gentlemen! Amongst other
things, today, we are looking at the role banks play in the offshore industry. You all know the
facts. The Panama Papers have shown that European banks have sold thousands of offshore
companies in recent years, passed them on to clients and also set up thousands of accounts for
these companies.
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Allow me to quickly sum up the situation in Germany, as fortunately we have representatives
from the German banking industry with us today. The situation in Germany is as follows: 14
German banks, which we were able to identify in the Panama Papers, have sold 1 200 letterbox
companies in recent years or passed them on to clients, and set up hundreds of accounts in
connection with them, i.e. for offshore companies.

Two or three points are extremely important for today’s discussion. Among the banks which
we were able to identify in the Panama Papers are all the well-known banks, such as Deutsche
Bank and Commerzbank – formerly Dresdner Bank – but also several federal state banks, i.e.
banks supervised by the federal states or banks with special federal state supervision, for
example, BayernLB, NORD/LB and others, as well as private banks. It therefore covers the
whole spectrum.

Two further points are very important in this context: how up-to-date the data is. At the time
when we published – i.e. almost a year ago – 100 of the companies we identified were still
active, and I expect that many offshore accounts are still held in German banks at present. When
I talk about offshore accounts, I mean accounts that have been set up for offshore companies.

Lastly, I would like to mention another aspect: Mossack Fonseca is just one offshore provider
– there are many more. It is very likely that we only know about the tip of the iceberg.

When we talk about offshore business, first of all, I would like to make two things clear: on the
one hand, the offshore sector is often associated with disreputable and immoral behaviour, on
the other hand, it is also presented as a fiscal problem. Both are correct in a way. I would like
to say, however, that for us journalists, the main aspect and the main difficulty with offshore
business that can be seen, above all, is that tax havens provide systems in which huge amounts
of presumably illegal money is stored, which is then in turn fed into the white economy from
there. That means there is a huge risk of money laundering taking place through these tax
havens.

And banks – that brings me to the second aspect – banks are inevitably responsible, intentionally
or not, for re-introducing this money laundering risk and thus re-introducing presumably illegal
money. The risks are thus transferred to Europe. I may have hinted at this – this is the second
aspect – it has to be said, banks are in this respect – from our perspective – not facilitators or
beneficiaries of tax havens, but rather integral parts of them, as they provide these companies
with accounts – that is their task.

Allow me to clarify this with an example, using the example of Berenberg Bank. I want to use
Berenberg Bank because it makes the risks we are dealing with here very clear. Berenberg is
one of the oldest banks in the world, the second oldest in the world, a respectable institution.
You can become a client with them if you bring a portfolio north of one million with you.
Berenberg is extremely reputable, with a long history behind it. We were therefore astounded
that the documents revealed this bank as one of the banks which, according to statements from
Mossack Fonseca, had worked particularly closely with them. We found indications that there
was actually a very close relationship which went over and above a normal business
relationship. There were three aspects: firstly, we were able to determine, for example, that a
son of Mossack Fonseca’s founder had been on a work placement for several months at this
company, at Berenberg in Switzerland. A Berenberg director had personally had an offshore
company set up at a preferential rate and Berenberg in Switzerland and also managed accounts
for Mossack Fonseca or Ramón Fonseca – let it be understood this is a man who, implicated by
the Panama Papers, is currently suspected of being in breach of a huge number of sanctions and
of conducting business with criminals, mafiosi and drug dealers.
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Analysis of Berenberg’s business relationships revealed that Berenberg passed on 14 letterbox
companies to clients – somewhat more than 10; that is not particularly exciting for us. More
exciting is that it had also made 80 accounts available. Let me quickly explain how this aspect
works. As a client I go to Mossack Fonseca and ask for a letterbox company. Mossack Fonseca
suggests that I open an account with bank xyz, and Mossack Fonseca contacts the bank and
says – in this case, Berenberg Bank – we need an account for this offshore company.

Two aspects of this approach are abstruse for us. The first is: this whole process relies on a high
degree of anonymity, that means the bank, and the bank employee, knows that the company is
not actually in pursuit of any commercial purpose; they do not clarify the commercial rationality
of the company, but rather accept that a client is clearly willing to pay several thousand dollars
per year to create a cover. In addition, we were able to determine from emails that at Mossack
Fonseca’s request, Berenberg employees and other bank employees used nicknames for clients.
So no real names were used. Moreover, – the third aspect – we also discovered that bank
employees were frequently asked not to pass on account documents and to be as economical
with names as possible. As journalists we naturally ask ourselves: why would you do that if
there was no criminal activity? It is suspicious at the very least.

The second aspect, which is surprising in this context, is the outsourcing of the KYC process.
The ‘Know Your Customer’ process was, in this case, outsourced to Mossack Fonseca. This
means a company such as Mossack Fonseca, which already had a significant risk to its
reputation before the Panama Papers, which would have been very easily open to public
scrutiny, is tasked with justifying where the assets come from, and in a later step, this is no
longer traceable. The whole due diligence process lies then with Mossack Fonseca. We have
found no indication that these processes have been challenged.

This system is inevitably error-prone. In this respect, we were not surprised that we could see
from the Panama Papers that Berenberg had accepted Martin Lustgarten Acherman as a client
in Switzerland, for example. He is suspected of having laundered USD 100 million in drug
money for Mexican and Columbian drug cartels, for cocaine cartels. We were also able to
identify USD 15 million from the Siemens bribery case which was moved to Switzerland
through Berenberg accounts.

In a second step we then looked at Berenberg more closely and were able to determine – so
much for risks lying dormant offshore – that Berenberg had accepted further highly dubious
clients, more or less all of whom were connected to offshore companies: for example the
Kaalbye Group founded by Igor Urbansky, the former Ukrainian Transport Minister, who is
now in the arms trade and is suspected of having broken UN sanctions or general sanctions, as
he delivered tanks and weapons systems to regions in crisis. Also Gabriel Fallon, the right hand
man of the Valle del Norte cartel; one of the biggest cocaine cartels in the world.

In addition, we found many companies connected with the so-called Vanagels Connection – a
money laundering group attributed with Eastern European economic crime. I could continue,
but I do not want to bore you. If I were to continue, the phrases ‘suspected cocaine smuggling’
and ‘suspected Hezbollah money laundering’ would come up.

Allow me to conclude. Why have I told you about this? On the one hand, I think this illustrates
the risks we are dealing with very well. On the other hand, we see that banks inevitably
accommodate for these risks. You are all asking yourselves to what extent this behaviour by
the banks – exposed by the Panama Papers and by the examples given here of many banks – is
the result of regulatory loopholes. I do actually see regulatory loopholes. One particular instance
is that the use of a Panama company or an offshore company is not questioned by the banks and
for that reason suspicions of money laundering are not reported either, even if something
appears dubious. In addition, the KYC process can be outsourced.
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A third point is that investigations into money laundering in Germany generally come to nothing
because European state prosecutors do not cooperate with each other; that is what we
discovered, because Berenberg actually did report money laundering in retrospect.

One final sentence, Mr Langen – it is important – on fairness. Berenberg responded to us that
not all customers are accepted, and that now, quite a lot of things would be done differently, so
to speak. And the final and perhaps most important point: Investigation proceedings against
Berenberg for tax evasion were terminated, because facilitating tax evasion is not a crime for
banks in Germany, if the clients they are assisting are foreign. Hans-Walter Peters, Chair of
Berenberg Bank, is currently Chair of the German Banking Association.

1-005-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much, Mr Strunz! We have to have our time schedule or our
colleagues will not have time to ask questions afterwards.

Thank you for the overview. Without the whistleblower at Mossack Fonseca and the team of
journalists these things would certainly not have come to light. It is our task, along with those
affected, to consider how this can be changed and improved. Once again, thank you very much.

1-006-0000

Katrin Keikert, former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank. – Thank you. I did actually
prepare my statement in English. That is not necessary now.

I would like to pick up on Mr Strunz’s closing thoughts, he said that without the journalists and
the whistleblower, who brought the Panama Papers to light, we would not be sitting here – all
this would not have been discovered. I can actually confirm that. I worked for Berenberg Bank
in the compliance sector as a compliance officer. After a colleague and I basically stumbled
upon quite a large money laundering network – primarily through the Ukrainian Kaalbye
Group, which Mr Strunz has already mentioned; implausible payments from the Russian
government for the supply of weapons and an endless amount of offshore companies –, we then
also came across Mossack Fonseca – across so-called sham directors, fake signatures, falsified
bank documents, everything imaginable – we then lodged a complaint, informed our senior
management and a little later were thrown out of the bank, vilified. Berenberg Bank employees
were forbidden from speaking to us. They were also forbidden from maintaining personal
contact with us.

By terminating our employment without notice, Berenberg Bank put us in the situation that we
were forced to accept a dreadful settlement from the employment tribunal, which included a
cease-and-desist order, which meant that both my former colleague and I were forbidden from
reporting our findings to the BaFin (Federal Financial Supervisory Authority), the state
prosecutor, the state criminal police, any police station or to any other kind of authority. If we
were to do so, the legal consequences would be that Berenberg Bank could take us to court for
a fine or detention. It is quite simple: there would only be one court order, and we would be in
jail before we know it.

In October 2015, Berenberg Bank did exactly that. No sooner had one of its favourite clients,
Abou Merhi from Lebanon, been placed on the OFAC list, the US authorities’ sanctions list,
than Berenberg Bank brought a case before the Hamburg employment tribunal. My former
colleague, Ms Sobisz, is still involved in legal proceedings in this case against Berenberg Bank.
The competent judge in my chamber probably had some insight, which meant that Berenberg
Bank was unsuccessful with its case.

That is how Berenberg Bank treats its former compliance workers. Ms Sobisz and I were not
the only ones who were forced to leave after discovering money laundering or facilitation by
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colleagues or unlawful activity by colleagues. At the end of 2014, another colleague discovered
the same money laundering network in spite of a large clean-up campaign by Berenberg Bank,
reported it to the internal compliance department and two weeks later he was also thrown out.
He was, however, offered a lot of money, probably because Berenberg Bank did not want to
repeat the drama they had previously had with me and Ms Sobisz.

I would like to quickly discuss the Kaalbye Group case again. That was ultimately the starting
point for our risk report to the Managing Director. It was in 2013 that we first discovered this
money laundering network, and took it seriously, through the Ukrainian Kaalbye-Group. It had
actually been known of for years, namely since 2011, through the discovery of Offshore Leaks.
The compliance department at Berenberg had until that point absolutely no idea, although they
had been setting up countless accounts every day for offshore companies which featured the
exact same players from the so-called Vanagels-Connection.

In summer 2013, my colleague and I discovered that the compliance officer, i.e. the head of the
compliance department at Berenberg Bank, had left the door wide open to the Ukrainian
Kaalbye Group in 2009 – and in our opinion to the mafia and organised crime as well. In late
September 2008, a ship loaded with weapons – it was an illegal weapons delivery to terrorists
in South Sudan – was hijacked by Somali pirates. The ship belonged to the Kaalbye Group, the
Kaalbye Group belonged to the Ukrainian Deputy Transport Minister, Igor Urbanski. That was,
of course, quite ugly for Berenberg Bank, which at this precise point in time, wanted to broaden
its business relationships with the Kaalbye Group and Igor Urbanski.

So what did the compliance officer at Berenberg Bank do? An annotation had to be written if
one wanted to accept a business relationship with politically exposed persons. The annotation
was in fact written, but it did not give much away. After the Berenberg Bank compliance officer
revised the annotation, he removed the word Kaalbye, wrote nothing about transporting illegal
weapons on the ‘Faina’ vessel, suppressed all the information that was available internally,
described Igor Urbanski – a deputy minister – as just a member of parliament and since they
would only be used for payment transactions, stamped all the accounts intrinsically as ‘low risk
of money laundering’. So, he then also removed the signature line for the second signature
required from the head of the legal department from the draft annotation approval and signed
the annotation to the file himself.

The auditors who were later supposed to investigate our allegations said, yes, it may have been
a breach by your colleague, but it was not that serious, it was simply best practice at Berenberg.
But it was incredibly cruel and mean of me and my former colleague to have accused this
colleague of misconduct.

1-007-0000

The Chair. – Thank you, Ms Keikert. If I have understood correctly, the events which you just
described were in 2008? 2013 – right, okay, good. Then it has to be asked: What has happened
since then? We will certainly find that out today.

I now ask Mr Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive of the Association of German Banks, of which
all the banks mentioned are members, to take the floor. Mr Kemmer, you must decide how you
will share the time with Mr Höche.

1-008-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
I will make the opening statement on my own. The banks which have been mentioned are not
all members of our association. The federal state banks belong to the other pillar, we do not
represent them.
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Mr Chair, Members of the European Parliament, ladies and gentlemen. First of all, I would like
to thank you for inviting the Association of German Banks to today’s European Parliament
PANA Committee of Inquiry.

Firstly, I would like to make a quick introduction. The Banking Association is located in Berlin,
Brussels and Frankfurt. It represents the interests of more than 200 banks under private law.
Our member institutes range from globally active major banks to regionally active private banks
in Germany.

It is important to know that the members of the banking association are in competition with
each other. This has a decisive influence on the association’s work. Discussions are limited to
regulatory and policy issues. Information about our members’ client relationships and
individual consultations with the institutions about their client relationships are generally not
part of the association’s remit, due to competition factors – and this has been the case since long
before the limits imposed by competition laws.

Esteemed members of Parliament, we are honoured by your invitation. Let me first assert,
without any ifs or buts, that we unreservedly support the fight against money laundering,
terrorist financing and tax evasion. We are doing everything in our power to continually
improve the regulations enacted in those areas.

With regard to the results, we were delighted when Holger Münch, President of the German
Federal Police Office, stated explicitly in an interview on the Panama Papers in April 2016 that
the banks’ conduct in the fight against money laundering had been exemplary. Particularly as
in Germany in 2015 – and for a number of years previously – around 99% of cases of suspected
money laundering were reported by the financial sector.

It is our aim and our job to reach an appropriate legislative framework which our member banks
uphold. If the law is violated – and in the present time, we are not here to claim that no such
violation has occurred –, it is the job of the banks affected and the authorities set up and
equipped to deal with it to determine the facts, rectify any issues and – where necessary – bring
sanctions.

This requires an appropriate due process of law. With regard to the Panama Papers, according
to our information, clarification of this kind in Germany is still ongoing. This is not unusual, it
is perfectly normal given the extent of the material to be investigated. The results of these
investigations should not be preempted. Regardless of the outcome, of course we gladly take
part in the legal policy discussion, which has gained new impetus since the Panama Papers were
published.

This is also relevant, although it is not a specifically German issue. Germany does not have any
offshore financial centres. According to the Süddeutsche Zeitung, the Panama Papers contain
around 214 000 offshore companies which have been set up in recent years. Private, cooperative
and federal state banks in Germany – i.e. across all pillars – are said to have set up about 1200
letterbox companies at least from their international locations with the help of the law firm
Mossack Fonseca – the figure has already been mentioned – a low figure in relation to other
internationally operating banks: around 0.6% of the 214 000 companies. According to a recent
study by the Greens/EFA in the European Parliament, there were no German law firms, tax
advisors or banks among the 40 largest international facilitators.

We personally benefit from clear regulations and greater transparency. May I remind you that
above all other stakeholders, it was the European banking industry which advocated the
introduction of registers for the data of financial beneficiaries in the consultations on the fourth
EU anti-money laundering directive.
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Money laundering and tax evasion can only be tackled effectively with an internationally
approved approach. This is a tedious process, often owing to key differences in the legal
systems of the international community. It is our belief, however, that there is no alternative
and that it is a successful approach, as it is often implemented in bursts rather than linearly.

We specifically have in mind that the work of the Financial Action Task Force on the issue of
preventing money laundering and terrorist financing has already made a lot of progress. The
same goes for the OECD and the European Union with regard to pressing for international
exchange of information on tax data. We should not deviate from this path, but rather continue
along it assiduously.

However, the work of international committees is in inherent danger of dismissing differences
between the participating jurisdictions through its one-size-fits-all approach. I am, therefore,
certainly not saying anything new to a committee of the European Parliament. But precisely the
experiences in the European Union show, in our opinion, that regulations which function well
in one country do not always have the same effect in another country.

With regard to a regulatory reporting system which we have already spoken about, for example,
we value quality more than quantity. Furthermore, a genuine two-way communication with the
relevant authorities seems essential to us. One-way streets are still too dominant.

We have various specific proposals to put forward. Talking about these aspects now, however,
would be beyond the limitations of this statement. To that end, I refer you to our written
statement on the questions you asked in advance. And we are of course willing to enter into a
verbal discussion about it here. We are also available for discussion after this hearing.

Let me conclude by saying that we see the work of this committee as an incredibly important
part of the necessary fundamental analysis. Thank you once again for the invitation. We are
happy to answer questions wherever we are able to do so.

1-009-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much, Mr Kemmer. That was exactly seven minutes – exemplary
timing.

We will certainly be able to discuss the consequences later in the process, and also the questions.
Now I must press on. Ms Ulrike Paul, are you are going to speak, or have you shared it?

Seven minutes in total.

1-010-0000

Frank Johnigk, Head of the Federal Law Society (BRAK) Money Laundering and Criminal
Law Division. – Thank you, Mr Chair. I would like to briefly explain at what phase of money
laundering prevention lawyers can be involved.

There are three phases of money laundering. The first phase is placement, placing dirty cash or
book money into legal financial circulation. That is the very first stage, in which financial
institutions naturally play the biggest role.

The second stage is layering, concealment or deliberate confusion, in which the black money
or dirty money which has been fed into the financial system is moved here and there, all around
the world, using as many transfers or transactions as possible so that it can no longer be traced.
This second phase of money laundering is characterised by the fact that certain losses are
accepted during this stage. Money laundering is frequently detected during this phase by the
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undertaking of business activities that are not very attractive financially, or even pointless. But
with profit margins of 1000%, losses of 200 or 300% are readily accepted.

In the first phase, placement, lawyers and liberal professions are not involved. They can be
involved in the second phase in exceptional cases, if they are connected to cash flows, for
example if a client chooses a transaction route through an escrow account. We at the Federal
Law Society are therefore always particularly suspicious of payment processes involving
escrow accounts and explicitly tell our colleagues that there must be a valid reason for using
them. If you ask yourself the test question – why does someone need an escrow account, can
they not process funds using their own account? – and if you have no plausible answer to the
question, then you should refuse use of the escrow account.
The third stage is integration, i.e. after concealment when the money is now – to use the colour
analogy – light grey, so that traces of criminal origin are perhaps still discernible, but are
generally no longer discernible. In this third stage, where the criminal origin of the money is
barely discernible, liberal legal advisory professions are used, to finally bring the money into
legal circulation, into a legal investment which you can provide evidence for, so that you can
say this is where I make my honest earnings from.

Lawyers are occasionally criticised for the fact that far fewer cases are reported by their sector
than by the financial sector. One reason for this is that we are only needed in the third stage,
when the dark origins are barely detectable. Another reason is that the starting point is, of
course, totally different. In Germany, there are sextillions of financial transactions each year. If
we assume that of the 165 000 lawyers, each can process on average 300 instructions per year,
then you get a total of 50 million instructions. In comparison to sextillions of transactions, that
is a very meagre starting point. Then of course, you have to subtract all the instructions that
from the outset have nothing to do with money laundering: divorce law, traffic accident law,
travel law, tenancy law, labour law, social law, competition law, patent law, copyright law, etc.
What is left is therefore generally what is also on the list in the directive.

On that basis I think 20 to 30 suspected offences reported per year is not at all unusual if you
compare the starting points.

Very quickly, just a few words about criminal liability. Section 261 of the StGB (German
Criminal Code), which regulates criminal liability in Germany, applies to us just like everyone
else; this is nothing unusual. The advisor can also be incriminated through their actions or
participation; this is nothing unusual. The particularity for us is that there are generally two
types of sanctions for lawyers: firstly there are the criminal proceedings and then there are the
judicial proceedings for lawyers. But these are details which we have submitted. You can read
about them afterwards.

I will now hand over to Ms Paul.

1-011-0000

The Chair. – One correction: tax evasion often comes to light during divorce cases.

1-012-0000

Ulrike Paul, Vice-Chair of the Federal Law Society (BRAK). – He was talking about money
laundering, and I wanted to say tax evasion and divorce is of course a particularly precarious
subject.

Perhaps a brief explanation: in Germany tax avoidance is not a criminal offence, quite the
opposite. I will try to summarise this a little. In Germany it is indeed even the case that tax
advisors are expected to find the cheapest tax constructions. And if they do not do that, then
they make themselves liable to pay damages to their client. So the client can expect their lawyer
or tax advisor, to choose a tax construction which ensures that they legally – I will stress that
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once more – legally – do not have to pay too much tax. It is only a crime if the boundaries
legislation are overstepped; then the person is criminally liable – as is the advisor – for
facilitating tax evasion. Sometimes it is simply a narrow tightrope walk for the advisor.

Case law dictates, of course, that there cannot be any abuses of the system. But case law also
says that the advisor can and must exploit legal possibilities. And it is precisely the complex
constructions in German tax law that present possibilities.

In the EU and internationally there is, of course, the issue of completely different tax systems
and different tax rates, which amongst other things, makes it appealing to choose a tax
construction in which a company’s headquarters, production sites, etc. are placed in another
country. But that in itself is not tax evasion, no more so than the absolutely normal act of setting
up a letterbox company. It is also not a criminal offence to open a bank account in Switzerland.
There is also the possibility, for example, that a husband simply does not want his wife to know
about it.

There are therefore a great number of non-tax-related possibilities, and advisors only become
criminally liable if they know the client is using these constructions to evade tax, that is, to
evade German tax.

It must be kept in mind that it is the advisor’s duty to find options which are favourable for tax
but still legal. But it is also the case that if advisors cross these boundaries and are personally
involved in tax evasion, then not only are they themselves at risk of criminal proceedings under
section 370 of the tax code (tax evasion), but also – Mr Johnigk already talked about this in the
context of money laundering – of judicial proceedings for lawyers. And then there is another
very sharp sword: advisors also have to worry about the financial authorities making them liable
for the tax which has been evaded. And in the case of international constructions that can often
be a figure in the millions.

1-013-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much, Ms Paul and Mr Johnigk. We have now heard the experts’
opinions. I would like to point out once again that we are producing a verbatim transcript and
all of your statements will be available to members of the public in the near future.

I would now like to open the question and answer section.

1-014-0000

Jeppe Kofod (S&D). – I would first like to thank our guests for appearing before our committee
today. It is very important. I will ask a few very concrete questions, first to Mr Strunz. You said
that, in your view, the problem arises when laundered money is reinvested or rechanneled into
the real economy via offshore structures and banks. Given your research in this area, what in
your view is the most efficient way to stop that traffic of laundered money going back into the
real economy?

To Ms Katrin Keikert, thank you so much for your insight into the Berenberg Bank. What you
have told us today is important, because it shows that – while there may be big declarations
from banks and intermediaries – at the end of the day, there are other internal procedures
whereby you help your clients to evade taxes, launder money or help convert sanction regimes,
for example. This Parliament has fought for better whistleblower protection, for a code of
conduct for advisory services and for sanctions against banks and other intermediaries that
engage in this kind of illegal behaviour, and we would like to know whether, if you repeatedly
and systematically engage in these types of things as a bank or as a law firm, you should risk
losing your business licence. In your view, would these things work?
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Finally, I have a question for Mr Kemmer. I was a little shocked that you did not really respond
to what you heard from Ms Keikert, a former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank, and other
things you have heard here, because I heard your speech today as being more or less a big
defence of the banks in Germany. I would expect, after what we heard from Ms Keikert, that
you would relate to that and say how these kind of practices we see in banks can be stopped.
So, to give you one more chance, how do we stop the type of thing that the Berenberg Bank has
done in the past and may still be doing today?

1-015-0000

The Chair. – We now have questions for three of the participants in today’s hearing. Mr Strunz
will begin. Please keep in mind the overall time.

1-016-0000

Benedikt Strunz, Norddeutscher Rundfunk/NDR, Germany, Investigative Journalist and
member of the Panama Papers team. – I will be very brief. I think, from my point of view, there
are three important points. Firstly, it is important for bank employees to give greater
consideration to what an offshore company is actually for, what the business aim is. If they
have any doubts, they should urgently raise a red flag, i.e., report suspected money laundering.

Secondly, I find it totally incomprehensible that the KYC process can be outsourced to third
parties which are located somewhere in Panama. Moreover, on this point, I think it is also
important for a further tightening of criminal prosecution in Germany. Because if you look at
how many money laundering proceedings are brought under the KWG (Banking Act) and the
GwG (Money Laundering Act) in Germany, it is relatively few.

1-017-0000

Katrin Keikert, former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank. – In my opinion the legislative
framework in Germany was actually sufficient, both with regards to the accountability of banks,
personal accountability of the Chief Executives of banks and of compliance officers, and also
concerning whistleblower protection.

I would like to stress here once more that my former colleague and I are not whistleblowers.
We filed our reports in accordance with the legal requirements: first internally, then to the
supervisory body, then the supervisory authorities, then to those supervising the supervisory
authorities, and only then did we partly go public. So, we are not whistleblowers. But even if
we were, we would have been protected by the law. Only, stupidly enough – no one except us
kept to the rules.

With regard to Berenberg Bank: at Berenberg Bank there was always great concern that as a
compliance officer you could be made personally liable. Since July 2009, there has been that
lovely Federal Supreme Court (BGH) ruling, in which a compliance officer – I think it was at
Berlin municipal utilities (Stadtwerke Berlin) or something – was convicted, including on
criminal charges, simply because he did not prevent criminal activities from being carried out
from within the company.

That led to a huge outcry in the compliance sector: compliance officers are suddenly liable for
making sure that the company does not do anything illegal – oh dear! But exactly this is what
is actually right. Yet, I believe that, except in this case, there have been no further consequences
since then.

At Berenberg Bank I was repeatedly instructed to conceal actual money laundering transactions
between Berenberg Hamburg and Switzerland, to play down reports of suspected money
laundering. In spite of this, Berenberg is carrying on exactly as before. Absolutely nothing will
happen to them.
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1-018-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
I will try to give a brief answer. The question was: What are you doing to stop these things
happening at Berenberg? I think it is very important to clarify what role an association has in
this context and what role it cannot have. But I am not trying to dodge your question. I, of
course, do not personally know about the things which have been discussed here. I do know
about them from the newspapers, however, as they have been widely circulated; they sound
absolutely appalling.

But, to my knowledge, it has all been very thoroughly investigated and, as far as I know, there
is no confirmation yet that it was like that. Mr Höche will go into that in greater detail.

But allow me to say one more thing: when I consider this hearing or the opening statements, it
gives the impression that the subject of the Panama Papers is focused on a private bank in
Hamburg. For one broadcaster that is based in Hamburg, that is perhaps nothing unusual. But I
would like to point out once again that there are 214 000 companies of this kind, of which 0.5%
are in Germany and of which, as Mr Strunz said, 13 were at Berenberg. I do not want to trivialise
things. I do not know about the events personally. It needs to be clarified, there is absolutely no
doubt about that. I just think that we should try to find a balance here. But Mr Höche can explain
it more thoroughly.

1-019-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. – Thank you for
the question. I completely agree with you, and with regards to our opening statement, it is a
wrong impression: what we have heard here is shocking.

Listening to this, as a European and German citizen, I find I can hardly believe it. From a
professional point of view, as a lawyer and as an advisor in the banking association, I simply
cannot imagine that something like that happened. I also cannot believe that it has remained
unsanctioned. It needs to be investigated. If I have understood Ms Keikert correctly, there have
been investigations, and if the relevant authorities are clearly not coming to the conclusion that
has been presented here, then we must perhaps ask ourselves why that is the case.

We know that there is still an ongoing investigation. That needs to be completed. We know that
BaFin is investigating it very thoroughly, and we should not preempt that.

1-020-0000

Ulrike Paul, Vice-Chair of the Federal Law Society (BRAK). – The question was also about
whether lawyers can lose their licences for things like this. Yes, they can.

Under section 70 StGB, already during criminal proceedings they can be banned from
practising, and under section 114 (1) No 5 of the Federal Lawyers’ Act, a lawyer can be
excluded from the legal profession if found guilty of such things.

1-021-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much for the clarification. The Co-rapporteur, Petr Ježek, is
currently still in the LIBE Committee vote, he will be here later. I will therefore give the floor
to Professor Dariusz Rosati of the EPP parliamentary group.

1-022-0000

Dariusz Rosati (PPE). – I would like to thank our guests for the information they have given
us. I have three questions. My first question is for Ms Keikert. I am shocked to hear all these
stories on Beringer Bank, and my question is this: to what extent was the situation you just
described the result of some kind of negligence on the part of the bank’s executives, or was it
simply a fully conscious wrong-doing? What exactly happened after that? It is hard to believe
a situation in which a compliance officer reports all this malfunctioning both to management
and to the external authorities and is then harassed and sanctioned. This is something which is
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impossible. My question to Ms Keikert is this: what is the weak point in this procedure which
made it possible for a compliance officer performing her duty to be a loser in this case?

The second point is for Mr Kemmer. I also have the impression that we have listened very
carefully but have not heard much from Mr Kemmer. What I heard is that the German banks
were perhaps not in the forefront of banks opening shell companies, but still 1200 companies
have been established by the German banks. My question is this: what kind of concrete steps
have been taken by the Banks Association in order to stop these practices? Is self-regulation,
which is the main instrument used by the Banks Association to affect the behaviour of banks, a
sufficient instrument in this case? I would like to listen to your opinion on whether there is a
need for much stronger supervision of the banking sector.

My third question is for Ms Paul. You said, and rightly so, that tax avoidance is not a crime.
There may be many loopholes in the tax system which are perfectly legitimate for companies
to exploit. My question is this: to what extent are the tax authorities aware of this? To what
extent do they, in full consciousness, agree to all these tax losses in order to support companies
offering tax credits, for instance? To what extent is this just an invention by innovative lawyers
who find loopholes in the existing tax system? This is something which the tax authorities
simply did not have in mind when setting up the tax system, so what is your opinion on that?

1-023-0000

Ulrike Paul, Vice-Chair of the Federal Law Society (BRAK). – If I may say so, these tax
loopholes are well known to the tax authorities. Each tax office also has extra departments to
assess foreign tax circumstances. The regional tax offices have a sufficient number of specialists
who specifically assess foreign tax matters. These departments are employed in every company
audit carried out on a company with international activity. One of the main areas of interest is,
for example, the transfer prices between domestic and foreign companies; that is always one of
the main focuses of company audits. And that is something that irritates me personally. All
these tax loopholes are known, and it is the responsibility of politicians to close them. But it
cannot be down to the advisor not to take advantage of these things. They have to exploit them
if it is legally possible to do so.

1-024-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
There were two parts to the question. First part of the question: What can the association do
about it? The association has two functions: it can participate in drawing up legislation by
attempting to make clear to the relevant institutions which regulations are the best, which are
the most practicable and which are unsuitable. And it can work in the other direction, by having
an influence on member institutions and explaining how particular regulations should be
applied, how to interpret them and what to be aware of.

Second part of the question: What about self-regulation for this? We have such a broad network
of rules and regulations that there is hardly any room left for self-regulation. And the network
is constantly being refined, for example now through the Panama Papers. Mr Höche can provide
a slightly more detailed insight on this issue.

1-025-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. – Firstly, I would
like to express my agreement with what Ms Keikert said in her statement, that there is no
deficiency in the regulation, but rather that the rules are all there, the network is appropriately
dense. We try to help our member banks with implementation as much as possible. And of
course we also try to take consequential action from these incidents. For example, we are
currently discussing draft legislation, which we have communicated to you in writing as part of
our statement. In reaction to the Panama Papers there are also very wide-reaching new
legislative proposals in Germany and we are participating in those discussions as well.
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If you will allow me to make one more point, Mr Strunz, on the question: As a bank, can I get
out of it by passing on KYC responsibilities? That is already regulated by the law. The
impression that has been given here is not exactly accurate. It is regulated by the German Money
Laundering Act: even if they pass KYC responsibilities onto others, they are still liable
themselves. They cannot shirk their responsibilities. And that is also being examined by BaFin.

So, we are trying to learn from these events as much as we can. I simply think that we could
still learn a bit more effectively if, at the end of the supervisory investigation, we learn what
has genuinely been caught up in the case in terms of supervision.

1-026-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. These laws are relatively new. It is therefore also knowledge which
was gained through the experiences.

Please, Ms Keikert. Very briefly if possible. I know it is difficult.

1-027-0000

Katrin Keikert, former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank. – On the question of whether
it was simply negligent or deliberate, and the next question, how something like that could
happen: It is not something that can be answered very briefly; I will try nonetheless. It must be
taken into account here that Berenberg Bank is owner managed. So the Chief Executives are
personally liable partners. Both of the people in question had also just taken over a large limited
partner’s share of NORD/LB, with a high level of debt and in case of doubt, are personally
liable for everything. That means, as Dr Peters always says so nicely: down to the last trouser
button. Only, of course, they do not want anything to do with it when things get serious; this
was the reason, I believe.

We ourselves had also caught one of the three Chief Executives of that time doing something:
he had suppressed one of the reports of suspected money laundering. In my letter of notice it
said: if we had reported that to the authorities, then his personal reliability as a bank manager
would be taken away and then his banking licence as well, and for that reason he could no
longer work with us.

So I think that was the actual background: to avoid personal liability.

1-028-0000

Evelyn Regner (S&D). – Thank you, Mr Chair. First of all a question for Mr Kemmer: you
have of course very clearly expressed your consternation about the events at Berenberg Bank.
You were previously on the board of the Bavarian State Bank, which was also very heavily
implicated in the Panama Papers. In this respect I am interested to know your view, comparing
Berenberg Bank and the Bavarian State Bank. I would ask you to state your opinion on this.

I have a further question for Ms Keikert: the self-imposed obligations – the prescribed ‘know
your customer’ policy – are clearly insufficient. We have seen that much from all the questions
and answers. I would like to go further and ask you: because of everything you have said – i.e.
about the existing liability rules for compliance officers and that the whole system is insufficient
–, what suggestions for improvement can you put forward based on your personal experience?
Because this is naturally our concern as the legislator. That question is also for Mr Strunz.

1-029-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
I stepped down from Bayern LB at the end of 2009. I read about these matters as part of the
Panama Papers story in the newspaper. I cannot recall at all having encountered such events as
were described in the Panama Papers or in the press reports during my active time at Bayern
LB.
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1-030-0000

Katrin Keikert, former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank. – My former colleague and I
have naturally asked ourselves this question often in recent years: can anything be done at all
to really prevent money laundering? That is the real task in hand. I think that filling out more
checklists or developing more questionnaires does not help at all. KYC – know your customer
– says it all: know your customer. And that is where we have to be again. And not just know
your customer’s papers or know the papers of your customer’s offshore company. No, really
know what the customer does.

And if a Ukrainian politician arrives, in Germany, in Hamburg at a small bank, which is under
all radars, and opens private accounts and offshore accounts with them and uses them to carry
out peculiar arms dealings and submits curious arms contracts which absolutely do not
correspond to the payments, I know that I must simply report it and end the business
relationship. I do not need any new legislation, I do not need any new rules. Sometimes it is
simply common sense.

1-031-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. I can tell you that that is the way I see it too. Does anyone want to
add anything? Okay then we will move on to the next round.

The ECR group has not put anyone forward for this round. I would therefore like to give the
floor to our Co-rapporteur Petr Ježek.
1-032-0000

Petr Ježek (ALDE). – Good morning. Sorry for being late; I had to vote in another committee
on my report. The German banks feature quite prominently in the Panama Papers. Even Bastian
Obermayer, one of the journalists behind the revelations connected with today’s hearing,
tweeted that Deutsche Bank and Commerzbank bought hundreds of sham companies for their
customers. I would like to ask the Association of German Banks, and perhaps others, how it is
possible that they had no idea that such large-scale issues were happening today. Did anyone
ring the bell? I cannot believe that the Association had no clue what was going on, or if this
really was the case, how it was possible. More specifically, on the banks, how do you deal with
branches in third countries? I would be interested to know from the Beringer Bank
representatives what the rules are regarding the outsourcing of their due diligence when it comes
to lawyers, etc.

1-033-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
I will repeat myself once again. You have just alleged that German banks were at the heart of
the Panama Papers. I will point out once again: 0.5% of the companies implicated came from
Germany. The fact that journalists from the Süddeutsche Zeitung and the Norddeutsche
Rundfunk very much focus on German institutions is perhaps also partly due to the fact that the
readers of the Süddeutsche Zeitung and the Norddeutscher Rundfunk audience are primarily
interested in German issues. For this reason, a very strong impression has been given here that
this is a German problem. I already pointed out in my statement that this is not the case, and I
would like to stress that again. I am asking for a certain amount of fairness.

On the second subject, on the second question which you asked: What is the situation with
regard to outsourcing certain things? Mr Höche will say a few words about that.

1-034-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. – Perhaps first a
quick remark on offshore companies in general. I believe it would give the wrong impression
to assume that having business relationships with offshore companies in general is illegal under
all circumstances. But rather the question is: What operations are going on behind the scenes?
Of course it cannot be ruled out – because we are working with non-transparent governance
structures – that illegal money may be involved. Clarifying that is now precisely the job of the
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investigations, which are ongoing and which we do not wish to preempt. We will obviously
then draw our own conclusions from it.

With regard to outsourcing, the Money Laundering Act in Germany stipulates certain
obligations which generally cannot be outsourced, such as the system of reporting suspected
offences which has been mentioned. A bank must do that itself. There are other things in the
KYC area – this has also been discussed – which can be outsourced. Except, – and I would like
to stress this once again – the duty and responsibility for things to be done properly remains
with the bank, no matter who it subcontracts to. Firstly, there are no loopholes in this regard
and secondly, after all, as we know, BaFin, our supervisory authority, carries out very intensive
supervisory activities. That is why I find it even harder to understand what Ms Keikert has
reported, that all of this should have proceeded with BaFin’s knowledge.
1-035-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much, Mr Kemmer. May I dig a little deeper again? In the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung – not the Süddeutsche Zeitung – on 1 February 2017, it read:
Deutsche Bank fears further penalties for money laundering after it was given a penalty of
EUR 600 million on a countervalue of USD 10 billion which it was revealed to have laundered
for Russian clients.

We are not only tasked with looking at the Panama Papers, but also to the subject in general.
Could you say something about this?

1-036-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
So I need to ask for some understanding on this. You really need to ask Deutsche Bank about
this if you want to know more about it. As the association we have no insight into it, and that is
how it should be.

Far be it from me to trivialise the subject and say there is no problem with money laundering
and the other issues. My focus was on something else. Things must be clarified, there is
absolutely no question about that. And the fact that in the past, a different attitude potentially
dominated the banking industry in general than dominates it today, is, I think, also undisputed.
But I think that we should not close our eyes to the fact that we are already on the right track,
not only in terms of the regulatory framework, but also in terms of its application. We are on a
journey. The journey is not over yet.

We have already come some of the way – as I said, from both sides – both in terms of developing
the regulatory framework and in terms of the banks’ behaviour. But we have not arrived at the
end yet. And there is certainly still room for improvement – absolutely no question about that.
Nobody is perfect – that also applies in this case. But I also think that on this committee, which
is concerned with what the legislator can do in the broadest sense in order to improve things,
we should be aware of the fact that some steps have already been made in the right direction.

1-037-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much, Mr Kemmer. Yes, that is the problem, that a few things
have been tackled, that self-regulation has not been effective in a number of cases and we now
need to make further proposals.

1-038-0000

Cora van Nieuwenhuizen (ALDE). – I have two questions. First, all the speakers are facing
the front and cannot see our body language, but if you could see it, I think you would have seen
a lot of disappointment, and shock in some ways, because we can regulate and legislate as much
as we like but, in addition to what Mr Rosati has already asked, in the end it is about
implementation and enforcement and for that you depend on people’s integrity. You can write
codes of conduct as much as you want, but what has really changed with the ‘tone at the top’?
Because that is where there should be a real example.
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Mr Kemmer said: ‘I do not want to trivialise things, but’ –

… and that is where I think it is not helpful.

So – in German: Has anything changed at all?

And the second question is about virtual currencies. Europol reported that already 40% of
criminal transactions nowadays are in Bitcoin. So what is your take – maybe we could also hear
from the other speakers on that – is there also a new enormous loophole developing? Because
we all know that virtual currencies like Bitcoin are not actual currencies but commodities, so
there is no VAT on them, so there is a big incentive for tax evasion or avoidance – I think you
could argue about which it is in this case – and also because of the secrecy around it. There are
not that many reports known of suspicious transactions, and they must be there, because in the
end somehow these Bitcoins have to be changed into euros or dollars or whatever.

1-043-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
Mr Höche is dealing with that subject. But allow me to say something about the opening
statement. The question was asked: has something changed and we are disappointed that
nothing else is forthcoming – that is how I understood it. We have not reached our goal yet, I
have admitted that much. The process needs to go further, there is no question about that. But
to be clear: yes, something has changed, and things have clearly improved in the last few years.
I would also like to refer once again to the quote in my opening statement by the head of the
Federal Police Office in direct relation to the Panama Papers, in which he said that the behaviour
of German banks concerning money laundering or the prevention of money laundering was
exemplary. And he genuinely has absolutely no reason to ingratiate himself with the banks in
any way, but rather he says that because he is convinced that is how it is.

Once again: there is certainly more to be done. But I also ask you to accept that we have already
come a long way.

1-044-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. – A very brief
addition on the subject of Bitcoins. In actual fact, that is a conceivable – in any case theoretical
– perhaps now also more than just a theoretical loophole and therefore in our view rightly part
of the draft revision of the fourth money laundering directive. There are plans to include Bitcoin
traders in the target group of the money laundering directive. We consider that to be the right
move.

1-045-0000

Frank Johnigk, Head of the Federal Law Society (BRAK) Money Laundering and Criminal
Law Division. – Bitcoin is not actually our remit. We are not familiar with it. That being the
case, we must be cautious. But, from the legal profession’s point of view, Bitcoin is a relatively
dangerous thing, because it makes anonymous payment methods possible and is therefore the
ideal path for criminal activity. The fact that there still have not been any criminal prosecutions
to do with this is probably due to the fact that the investigating authorities do not yet have a
good insight into what criminal opportunities are actually made possible by using Bitcoin as a
payment method.

1-046-0000

The Chair. – It is not very encouraging that it has not been tackled yet.

1-047-0000

Fabio De Masi (GUE/NGL). – Good morning! As MEP for Hamburg, I am particularly
pleased that we are dealing with the case of Berenberg Bank today. I would just like to briefly
say to Ms Keikert that we wish your colleague a speedy recovery. I believe that I speak for a
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great number of colleagues here when I say that it is outrageous that someone, who is doing
their job, should be fired for it, while those who should be culpable for it have not shown their
faces here today. And therefore, Mr Kemmer, you may tell Mr Peters, the personally liable
Berenberg Bank shareholder and President of your association, from me that I cannot draw any
other conclusion than that he is admitting his guilt by not appearing here. He has not had to
answer before the courts thus far. Mr Strunz has already pointed out the associated problems,
such as facilitating tax evasion not being in the list of offences and several other things.

Since you said, Mr Kemmer, that you are on a journey: I sometimes have the impression that
you are on this journey without a compass. There was also a quote from the President of the
Federal Police Office saying that Germany was a banana republic in terms of tackling money
laundering. So if we want to exchange quotes, then we can of course do that. I have some good
ones on hand. I would therefore ask Mr Strunz once again to address Mr Kemmer’s statement
that the Süddeutsche Zeitung and NDR unduly focused on German banks in some
circumstances.

In addition, there was a study by a financial auditing firm – I believe it was Deloitte – which
effectively attested that everything was rosy at Berenberg Bank. Could you give us your
assessment once more, Mr Strunz and Ms Keikert, of whether you think that this is accurate, or
if there are not perhaps conflicts of interest in this area as well? Mr Peters said that it was cleared
up after 2013. Were there cases after 2013 which emerged in the documents once again? And
do you think it would be productive, Mr Strunz, for us to include tax evasion and facilitating
serious tax evasion in the list of offences in the new anti-money laundering directive?

Lastly, a final question for Mr Kemmer if I may: You said you were on the board at the federal
state bank, you stepped down in 2008 or 2009, I believe. These cases are all from 2005 to 2007.
What were you as the Board at the federal state bank doing if you were not dealing with this
type of thing?

1-048-0000

Benedikt Strunz, Norddeutscher Rundfunk/NDR, Germany, Investigative Journalist and
member of the Panama Papers team. – Firstly, thank you for the question. I personally do not
see it how Mr Kemmer does, that we have unduly focused on German banks. On the contrary:
in my statement I attempted to clarify that we are not just talking about offshore companies
which have been set up or rented, but also about how hundreds – if not thousands – of offshore
accounts have been set up. And I see a serious risk of money laundering in this area, which
German banks are taking on. And I am sure that this form of cooperation between German
banks and offshore businesses is ongoing.

I would also like to point out on this issue that some cases involving German banks have already
been dealt with by the authorities for criminal prosecution and have led to settlements in the
millions for several banks. That also needs to be said. If we now say let us wait to see what
comes out of it – something already has come out of it in certain areas.

In the case of Berenberg Bank: I also do not want to preempt the work of the criminal
prosecution authorities. I would just like to say that we have now discussed many, many
individual cases, and I do not want to bore you with further cases. There are two relevant
conclusions. The first is that investigations are not carried out correctly, or the right rules are
not in place to take punitive action if nothing comes of it, which used to work well in the past
with BaFin. The other is that there may simply be a lack of will to investigate. I actually
sometimes get the feeling from BaFin that it is not necessarily the sharpest weapon for tackling
tax evasion, which may have something to do with staffing.
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On your last question Mr De Masi. I think it would be extremely productive to include tax
evasion – serious tax evasion – in the list of offences for money laundering. I would also expect
a preventive effect from it. But let me also say: if you want to initiate it or bring it into the
debate more concertedly then you also need criminal prosecution authorities to investigate
accordingly. I do not know of a single case in Germany in which bankers have been convicted
under section 261 StGB, which from a statistical normal distribution perspective alone is more
than dubious.

1-049-0000

Katrin Keikert, former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank. – Yes, although Berenberg
Bank had, according to our 2013 risk report, fundamentally cleared things up. Already as a first
step, before we had been fired, they had already kicked out 220 clients with Russian or CIS
country backgrounds. But of course that had absolutely nothing to do with our findings. We
were simply sacked. Berenberg Bank or Deloitte clearly overlooked some clients in their 2013
assessment, were unable to find anything. In 2014 there were still customers, as the case of the
Lebanese businessman Abou Merhi shows: drug money laundering for Hezbollah, placed on
the US OFAC list in 2015. Deloitte had probably overlooked him and Berenberg had probably
forgotten to kick him out, or nobody wanted to, or they were unable to.

On Deloitte’s audit – that was the first question, what they assessed – no idea. My former
manager went through Berenberg Bank and confronted every head of department possible with
his findings from the accounts and with what he had heard. They were all appalled and asked
themselves Oh God, what did Deloitte audit then? Oh God, how did Deloitte not identify that
as money laundering?

And in the case of the one Chief Executive that we had also reported: the financial auditing firm
BDO found that , yes, every individual one of the money laundering red flags could in its own
right have been notifiable, but not all together. That is in my letter of notice. It cannot get any
more ridiculous.

1-050-0000

The Chair. – If I have understood correctly, 220 clients and two client advisors were thrown
out.

Mr Kemmer, particularly on the issue of Bayern LB, if possible.

1-051-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
Yes. If I may, and also on the statements beforehand. Perhaps just a small detail first of all: My
name is Kemmer, not Kemmert. But I only mention that in passing.

Mr De Masi, I will gladly tell Mr Peters that you see it as an admission of guilt. But since you
are from Hamburg and not too far from him, perhaps you could also say it to him yourself. I
always find direct communication better. But that is for you to decide.

On the banana republic. I think the BKA-Chairman’s quote is very important. I do not know
the quote, but I assume that it was not made in connection with banks. I know that the head of
the BKA said that in certain other sectors, particularly real estate, some were still in a sorry
state. Therefore, talking about banana republics in connection with suspected money laundering
offences by banks is, to the best of my knowledge, not fair.

Last question, Bayern LB. I came to Bayern LB on 1 July 2006. I will repeat what I said before:
I do not know about these events. I am simply asking for fairness. Things are being investigated.
Let the investigations come to an end and do not assume from the outset that is how it all was
and that a board of directors absolutely must have seen it. It is definitely conceivable that the
investigation will lead to a different outcome. I confront things, perhaps not on the basis of
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suspicions and newspaper articles, but on the basis of investigations which have been carried
out or the results of investigations which have been carried out. That is, I think, only fair.

1-052-0000

Sven Giegold (Greens/EFA). – Thank you, Mr Chair. I would like to make this into more of a
dialogue and speak to you directly Mr Kemmer. In your first answer to Ms Regner you said at
great length that you did not know anything about what Bayern LB’s subsidiary, i.e. Banque
LB Lux, did. What exactly did you know? The business models of Luxembourg subsidiaries
are well-known. What exactly did you know about activities at your former subsidiary which
contributed to tax avoidance or tax evasion by these players? I would like to have the answer
first and then I will ask another question.

1-053-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
I cannot see a direct connection with the subject of the Committee of Inquiry, but I will gladly
go into it, Mr Giegold. I will repeat what I said before, you asked about BayernLBLux’s
business model. I can only tell you: I was not on the BayernLBLux supervisory panel, and I
cannot give you a speech about the business model that the subsidiary had at that time. I will
repeat what I said before: I am not familiar with the cases you have spoken about, and as a
member of the BayernLB board I was not faced with things like that at that time.

1-054-0000

Sven Giegold (Greens/EFA). – So you did not know that tax avoidance or tax evasion were
being facilitated there? I mean facilitation not in the legal sense but as what was part of the
business model there.

1-055-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
We could pursue the subject for a few more minutes, Mr Giegold. I have said everything there
is to be said about that. You could read about it in the minutes afterwards if need be. I do not
have anything to add, but you can of course ask further questions.

1-056-0000

The Chair. – I must say something about the framework of this committee of inquiry. Our
mandate is also to work on the issues which have not yet been answered in TAXE 1 and TAXE
2. In this respect, the remit of our investigation is broader than Panama. It covers the subject in
general; not the subject of active tax structures, rather the tax options which the EU Member
States also offer.

1-057-0000

Sven Giegold (Greens/EFA). – May I ask a further question with regard to your answers: In
essence the Federal Association of German Banks is saying that it is not its job, or its
responsibility to look at the business models of its member banks – I accept that. I would like
to ask: is there any minimum standard of ethics for those who want to become members? Is
there any standard under which, for example, economic crime, financial crime and breaches of
the law are systematically accepted in the member institutions?

1-058-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
I believe – but Mr Höche knows more about this – that it would be difficult for us as the sole
association to introduce and implement an ethical minimum standard. There is no ethical
minimum standard of this nature. Of course the issue of ’conduct’ and of course the issue of
‘how should one behave?’ is an subject that is repeatedly discussed in the committees and, as a
matter of course, also in the board meetings. But to give a specific answer to your specific
question: there is no ethical minimum standard which has to be demonstrated in order to become
a member.

1-059-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. – Perhaps just to
expand on that – it is also something that goes without saying. As an association naturally we
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deal with the composition of laws, and we obviously expect our member companies to behave
lawfully. That is the aim of all the association’s endeavours. We also know that in isolated cases
that sometimes does not happen, and then the necessary consequences must be taken. For the
sector that we are discussing today – it is one of the most heavily regulated sectors in banking
law, which means that the issue of whether we are dealing with lawful or unlawful behaviour
is clearly in the foreground.

1-060-0000

Sven Giegold (Greens/EFA). – I have another question for Ms Keikert. Firstly we very much
sympathise with you and have the utmost respect for what you have said today and for what
you have already had to endure. You just indicated that the bank’s management knew about
these dubious business transactions. I would like to know exactly: do you have any indication
that Mr Peters, who is currently chair of the Federal Association of German Banks, knew about
these dubious business transactions? What was his stance on these business deals? Did he
support you, did he take measures against it? What is your opinion of his role and that of the
executive board of the Berenberg Bank with regard to what you had to go through?

1-061-0000

The Chair. – May I clarify: As far as I know, Dr Peters has not been president of the banking
association for very long, for his presidency to be consistent with the time period in question.

1-062-0000

Katrin Keikert, former compliance officer at Berenberg Bank. – Dr Peters initially reacted
quite reasonably in July 2013, following our risk assessment. He tasked us with carrying out
further investigations. Owing to Berenberg’s weak systems, that was quite difficult and time-
consuming. He tasked internal audit with an investigation. The problem was that we also found
out other things at that time, which affected one of his business partners. And then it changed:
including other trustee companies which Berenberg Bank set up. It then simply got worse and
worse, and a week later there so much on the table that they clearly did not know what to do
any more, and we were shown the door; ‘out of sight out of mind’, so to speak. And then their
only concern was how to limit the damage and ‘we need to keep them both quiet somehow.’

I know that Dr Peters spoke with my former manager on the day of our dismissal and was
actually quite contrite and also admitted that we were just doing our job, that he also knew that,
but he was afraid to be stuck in a corner with us against all the others. That is what he should
have done. Perhaps ultimately that would have been the better option for him. But he did not
do it. He was too cowardly at that time and, as I see it, he still is today.

1-063-0000

Beatrix von Storch (EFDD). – Thank you, Mr Chair. My question is for Mr Kemmer. Firstly,
thank you for your explanations and also for your statement from which you have read excerpts
for us again. Thank you also for your willingness to cooperate with Parliament and the
authorities.

I would like to quote one sentence from your statement again. You said: With regard to a
regulatory reporting system which we have already spoken about, for example, we value quality
more than quantity. With this statement, you are criticising, in a polite manner of course, the
onus on the quantity of reported suspected offences, stating that you value quality more than
quantity. In relation to this, I seem to recall that the Financial Action Task Force criticised the
low number of reported cases, and the number of reported cases has increased modestly since
then. The 5th money laundering directive should now tighten this screw further. A centralised
database and automatic reporting should now be set up – so an increase in quantity, automated.

In the Alternativ für Deutschland manifesto, we decided to advocate the reintroduction of
banking and tax secrecy. We therefore consider automated reporting and centralised data
storage an encroachment of citizens’ rights and freedoms.
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I have two simple questions: What is the position of your association on unfounded mass
surveillance through automated reporting? My second question: what is your concept of a
reporting system that focuses on the quality of cases? What conditions would be needed for
qualitatively valuable reporting?

1-064-0000

The Chair. – Thank you, Ms von Storch. If you will allow me to make a brief comment: this
is not about party programmes but objective clarification. The contradiction between full
collection and data collection is not yet clear to me.

1-065-0000

Beatrix von Storch (EFDD). – My question was for Mr Kemmer. Your opinion is of course
also interesting. But I would like an answer from Mr Kemmer.

1-066-0000

The Chair. – Yes, yes, you will get one. Calm down. As long as I am chair, I will permit myself
to give my evaluation.

1-067-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. – Thank you for
the question, Ms von Storch. So, firstly, in terms of the directive, we do not see any issue with
automated reporting. Our advice with regard to the quality of reports of suspected offences –
notifying suspected offences – goes a little deeper. In the realm of terrorist financing – perhaps
less so in with money laundering – we have great difficulties in being able to generate
reasonable notifications in the banking sector, because we are sometimes talking about such
small amounts and initiation criteria that are so hard to detect, that we cannot get there without
the help of the investigating authorities.

We do not only want that. You have also read up beforehand. You know about the ECOLEF
report which discusses this. We need more feedback from the investigating authorities. That
would be our approach. In tackling terrorism, we need more stimuli from the investigating
authorities. That is often the key to sensible reporting of suspicions. That is what we mean by
that, and reviewing the whole system – not in Germany, but in other countries there are
hundreds of thousands of reported suspected offences. We also hear from them that the
investigating authorities have brought legal action so that it can be handled sensibly. It should
be fundamentally reviewed, but also carefully assessed. That will also have to be done as part
of the FATF. We are of course more than willing to be available for these assessments and to
provide input.

1-068-0000

Frank Johnigk, Head of the Federal Law Society (BRAK) Money Laundering and Criminal
Law Division. – Some time ago – I think we were talking about the implementation of the third
money laundering directive – a proposal was made from the Federal Law Society, that the anti-
money laundering officer be given similar protection with regard to dismissal protection as the
works council or the severely disabled. That means that the dismissal of an anti- money
laundering officer would have to be subject to approval by an authority – approval of the
financial supervision authority could be conceivable – or the works council. Because anti-
money laundering officers are currently completely unprotected in their legal employment
status.

The other problem is, of course, that it is said that Germany is in a sorry state of affairs for
officers. You can certainly not give every officer special dismissal protection. But we should
think about it at least for the most important sectors, and anti-money laundering officers fall
within that.

1-069-0000

Benedikt Strunz, Norddeutscher Rundfunk/NDR, Germany, Investigative Journalist and
member of the Panama Papers team. – I wanted to add two things. Firstly, I have spoken to tax
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inspectors about the question of why so many reports of suspected money laundering are
generated by banks in Germany, in what context and how they deal with them. One of the tax
inspectors told me he had the feeling that many reports of money laundering stem from banks
wanting to get rid of disagreeable clients in this way, for example, because their payments are
too small. I will simply say that first of all. I just wanted to say that not every report of money
laundering is of high quality; I agree with Mr Kemmer on that.

Secondly, I would like to point out once again that in our view, the cases which we have
discussed, in the Panama Papers involving German banks – as far as we are able to assess it –
none of them had red flags, rather many had red flags, but none generated reports of money
laundering. In this respect I would say that we have a problem here, that the right things are
simply not reported.

1-070-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. I have not heard that argument until now. But we will check it.

1-071-0000

Thomas Mann (PPE). – It is true that the questions from colleagues have been very clear and
pointed. We are not a here to gossip, we are a committee of inquiry. So we must have the facts.
Mr Kemmer, you mentioned that there are 200 000 offshore companies, and the 1200 German
letterbox companies mentioned by Mr Strunz which were set up through German banks
accounted for only 0.6%. But it is possible that an entirely different financial volume is at play.
Therefore my question is: has the number of offshore companies changed because of the
Panama Papers, or do they still exist? And, we are currently working on the fifth anti-money
laundering directive. Should we not attempt to have a different assessment: on the one hand,
protecting personal privacy – it is quite clear, banks always try to emphasise it to their customers
–, and on the other hand, disclosure of business relationships? Should we rather not be moving
towards transparency in this respect? Is the banking association doing anything? Because you
certainly cannot just say: we are recording complaints, but rather, we want to try to develop
solutions.

And a question for Ms Paul and Mr Johnigk: is the statement true that was made about banks
in Germany being able to help their customers to evade tax if the tax losses do not affect
Germany? That, I think, would be an interesting comment which we could have. And in your
view, do we need to amend the German Money Laundering Act, for example by introducing a
clear, transparency register for letterbox companies? And is there any kind of cooperation
between the German public prosecution and others at EU level? Have there been successes
which you could tell us about, has progress been made?

To conclude: in actual fact, Berenberg is not the only one. It is not only the case for Mr De Masi,
it is the same where I live in Frankfurt am Main, on the Bockenheimer Landstraße: A beautiful
facade – that would certainly produce a few more results.

1-072-0000

The Chair. – Let me just remind you of the timing before we move on. On the list we still have
Emmanuel Maurel for the S&D, Romana Tomc for the EPP and for Catch-the-eye
Professor Lucke, so that we are more-or-less within the time schedule. So, who would like to
go first?

1-073-0000

Frank Johnigk, Head of the Federal Law Society (BRAK) Money Laundering and Criminal
Law Division. – I will say something on the transparency register. The transparency register
which is planned for the fourth EU money laundering directive is in actual fact an very, very
important step for those bound by the Money Laundering Act, it is good because it creates
genuine transparency that the professional can only create with great difficulty. The
professional may be obliged to ask: are you trading on your own account, dear client, or are you
trading for an economic beneficiary? The client gives an answer. And with a bit of luck, the
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professional can check the answer a little for plausibility. If unlucky, it cannot be checked at
all. A transparency register of this nature, particularly for companies, would be very, very
important for those bound by the Money Laundering Act.

But it should also be structured in a binding manner so that it is a reliable resource. If the
transparency register allows you to consult it, but when you do so, it says: ‘he is the economic
beneficiary’ but in reality someone else is the economic beneficiary. Then the person who is
liable has nonetheless been left holding the baby again, and the transparency register is of no
use to them at all.

The transparency register can be structured like a trade register or a land register, by saying:
only the person who is listed as the economic beneficiary is really the economic beneficiary.
That would have the advantage of perhaps not completely preventing bogus constructions, but
the fraudster would then no longer have any legal possibility to access the assets because the
registered economic beneficiary can always say: you cannot touch me; according to the law I
am the business owner with 25%. Then the fraudster can only send the mafia. But that is another
matter entirely.

1-074-0000

The Chair. – A brief question for Ms Paul: German tax legislation abroad. If I heard correctly,
that is what you said and you are right.

1-075-0000

Ulrike Paul, Vice-Chair of the Federal Law Society (BRAK). – Section 370 of the German Tax
Code, i.e. tax evasion being a criminal offence protects German tax revenue. That means that
at present it is the case here in Germany if it affects German tax revenue, it is a criminal offence.
That does not mean, however, that bank employees who facilitate the evasion of American
taxes, for example, are not punishable in America. We have an instance of this the other way
round where Swiss bank clerks – bank employees – have sometimes been held to account for
tax evasion in Germany.

Then on the issue of cooperation between public prosecution authorities. I think that
cooperation is getting better. But – forgive me – as a defence lawyer I cannot say much about
it. To be honest, from a national perspective, I think there is much to improve.

1-076-0000

The Chair. – Mr Kemmer, the question was for you or for Mr Höche about whether the number
of companies has reduced since the data is known.

1-077-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. Thank you very
much for the question. We basically took the questions which Dr Kemmer mentioned in his
opening statement from the newspaper, because we do not discuss the business relationships of
our member banks in the association. Therefore, we do have any information of our own
concerning numbers and how they have developed since then. I would assume – but this is my
guess and not what I know – that the publication of the Panama Papers alone will have prompted
one or two to have considered, given the reputation associated with it, that even as a legally
audited company, it may be a good idea not to continue with it. That is a development which
you can see time and again.

On the transparency Register: we are very pleased – that is an old banking requirement and that
I would like to mention once again –that it has made it into the fourth money laundering
directive. I can only support what Mr Johnigk said about it unreservedly. If it is called a register,
it should be a register. That means that, we must ultimately be able to rely on what is in the
register, and if possible, not only in Germany and Europe, but internationally. By the way, we
consider it a very important further development, also in the context of the Panama Papers, to
promote it.
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1-078-0000

The Chair. – I now have the problem that it is already 10.43 and this first panel only lasts until
10.45. I would like to ask Mr Maurel, Ms Tomc and Mr Lucke for a quick question and a
similarly quick answer.

1-079-0000

Emmanuel Maurel (S&D). – I will be brief. My next remarks are directed at the Association
of German Banks, but not with a view to opening a discussion about the situation in Germany
– frankly, I am not very familiar with it. I am more familiar with the French banks, but, in my
opinion, they are no better than the German banks.

What is interesting in this debate is, of course, the contributions from speakers. They have been
kind enough to send us very in-depth written responses, which, I think, have helped us to make
progress in our analysis of the Panama Papers scandal and, more broadly, in the fight against
tax optimisation and avoidance.

I have read your document carefully and am extremely concerned. It is the first time that
financial institutions have been so explicit about the banks’ lack of blame in what is happening
at the moment. I will quote what you say in your document word for word, because I think it is
important to be precise. You are saying for example: ‘The monitoring requirements for
suspicious transactions are excessive’. Earlier, you said: ‘Ethics are not our problem’. You say
that what counts are the gaps in regulation, but you clearly do not want too much regulation
either.

The document also says: ‘The participation of...’

(The Chair interrupted the speaker).

1-080-0000

The Chair. – I would suggest that Ms Tomc asks her question now and we then answer it
together afterwards.

1-081-0000

Emmanuel Maurel (S&D). – It is a kind of question. Do you think that the monitoring
requirements for suspicious transactions are excessive? I am asking a question based on what I
read in the document.

You also say: ‘Ultimately, the consumer is responsible for meeting their tax obligations’. Do
you really think that? Because the consumer – the customer – can only orchestrate tax-saving
schemes with the help of the banks. They cannot do it themselves. So there you have another
precise question.

1-082-0000

Romana Tomc (PPE). I have a question for Mr Kemmer. I will wait to give you time to put
on your interpreting headsets.

Allow me first some introductory words. It is a fact that people who engage in tax evasion, in
hiding money from their tax authorities and laundering it, need assistance. There is no way that
they can carry out these activities by themselves. They need banks, advisors and others to help
them to do so. And, of course, I believe that by acting as a link in this chain, banks are assuming
full responsibility.

My first question – my questions will be very brief and require only ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers, Mr
Kemmer: Do you believe that, owing to the role that they play, banks should assume full
responsibility for money laundering? Just a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’, if you will.
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My second question: Of course, this whole process is taking place around the world, while we
MEPs have limited opportunities to act. Nevertheless, this does not mean we cannot do
anything. We have already heard some specific calls as to what needs to be done to make our
role more effective. I would also like you to give at least one step that banks should take to
make legislation more effective.

And my third question, very briefly, if you will allow me, Mr Chair. Legislation is one thing:
is there sufficient legislation in place that is effective, is it being complied with, is it being
breached, who should be held accountable for that? But then there is also a moral question: do
you believe that when they assist in money laundering and tax evasion activities, even though
they might be acting in line with legislation, banks are acting morally?

1-083-0000

The Chair. – Okay, I understand that, but we are now almost at the end of the panel.

1-084-0000

Bernd Lucke (ECR). – Mr Chair, my question is for Mr Höche. Mr Höche, you said that there
were a number of legal reasons for offshore companies to be set up. I would like to know: do
you know of legitimate reasons and could you give us examples of what legitimate grounds
there could be for operating an offshore company?

I of course know that ‘legitimate’ is probably not a very well defined word. It is possibly a bit
subjective but I am assuming that we have a mutual understanding that exploiting tax loopholes
is not a legitimate reason nor is concealing assets from family members who could potentially
assert a claim over the funds a legitimate reason to go offshore.

Can you give specific examples of legitimate reasons for operating an offshore company, and
can you say whether it would be reasonable to instruct banks that they may only set up offshore
companies if they can provide documentation to show that there is a legitimate reason for it?

1-085-0000

Thorsten Höche, General Counsel, Federal Association of German Banks. – I would perhaps
like to start with Mr Lucke: legitimate grounds. I would like to quickly tell you about a
discussion which I had in the run up to the hearings with representatives of German family-
owned companies, who complained to me about why the banks had been so strongly advocating
a transparency register recently. The background to this is that if the level of transparency was
so acute as to reveal the last details of ownership structure, then the relationships of German
family businesses would be so transparent that people would worry about becoming the victim
of crime themselves because of the transparency.

I therefore do not consider it totally absurd for people who otherwise fulfil all their obligations,
including their tax obligations, of course may say: I am trying to look for a safe place for certain
assets, where not everything is transparent. For me that would be a legitimate reason, on the
understanding – I would like to highlight this very clearly, I do not want to be misunderstood
here – that all other asset obligations are fulfilled, including tax obligations of course.

And the bank which supports this kind of activity is naturally responsible for making sure that
what they can see is then implemented accordingly – obligation to report suspected offences
under the Money Laundering Act and obligations under tax legislation, including everything of
course.

1-086-0000

Michael Kemmer, Chief Executive and board member of the Association of German Banks. –
Given the short time left, I will try to consolidate the questions a bit as I have understood them.
I believe it was mainly about whether banks facilitate money laundering? Do banks facilitate
tax evasion? What is the moral aspect? I think you can generally say that: no bank has an interest
in breaking the law here. And regardless of the purely legal aspect neither does it make
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economic sense because the risk to the bank’s reputation is so high that it would lose client
relationships, and that is not in anyone’s interest.

So you have to simply assume that the banks themselves have a big interest in working within
the confines of the law. Perhaps that was not always the case. I do not want to judge how things
were before, but things have certainly changed in recent years. And once again: Reputational
risk is such a big and prominent subject that no-one would want to do anything to damage it.

1-087-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. I would like to thank you all. Unfortunately we have no time left for
closing remarks. Minutes are being kept. Thank you to the panellists. We have logged the
questions and we will also evaluate them, as well as the answers. And if you have contributions
for the further development of the legal framework we shall be grateful to you for providing
them.

I will now close and have a five-minute break for the changeover. Then we will come to the
second part. The second part is about ‘The case of the NORDEA Bank’, so a different part of
Europe. Thank you and we will then continue shortly.

(The meeting was suspended for a few minutes.)

1-088-0000

The Chair. – Please take your seats so we can open the second part. We of course have a list
of speakers which was submitted in advance, but there are – I have just seen it – 30 members
who will be present for almost the whole time. So there is still interest in spite of votes taking
place in other parliamentary committees at the same time. Thank you very much.

I would like to open the second panel: ‘The case of the NORDEA Bank’. I am pleased to
welcome:
Søren Kristensen, Danish Broadcasting Corporation, Investigative Journalist at the
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists;
Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Nordea Executive
Management;
Johan Ekwall, Chief of Staff, Nordea;
as well as Biörn Riese and Andreas Steen, Mannheimer Swartling (leading business law firm
in the Nordic region).

Thank you very much for coming, for being here. I saw that you were all present. You have
heard the proceedings so far, so I do not need to repeat anything. You are being broadcast,
minutes are being kept. Seven minutes, if possible. Let us begin then, Mr Kristensen has the
floor. Over to you, you are first.

1-089-0000

Søren Kristensen, Danish Broadcasting Corporation, Investigative Journalist at the
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, – Thank you for inviting me to talk about
our stories and the role of the banks in the Panama Papers, especially Nordea.

I have a small presentation here, and I will try to change it sometimes. In the world of tax
havens, I believe that banks play a key role. No matter which set-up you choose as a customer
and who helps you, the set-up will almost always involve at least one or more banks. Therefore,
the role of the banks is extremely important if you wish to stop companies like Mossack Fonseca
and tax havens like Panama hiding money for people and companies.

Together – especially with our ICIJ colleagues from the Nordic countries – we investigated
Nordea for about a year, on and off. I will mention some examples of our findings, but first here
are some numbers: we found more than 11 000 hits on Nordea and the Panama papers, and
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around 400 Nordea clients with links to Mossack Fonseca, past and present. Nordea’s business
with Mossack Fonseca was conducted from Nordea’s office in Luxembourg. On the list of
banks with most companies incorporated with Mossack Fonseca, Nordea was in sixth place
overall. In general, more than 500 banks registered more than 15 000 companies with Mossack
Fonseca. These numbers come from ICIJ. We showed that Nordea had a close relationship with
Mossack Fonseca and held several meetings with employees from Mossack Fonseca. You can
see an example on the screen, where a Nordea employee told the Panama company that the days
when Panama cooperation was used to avoid withholding taxes were definitely over. This led
our experts to conclude that there had been some glory days where a set-up like this was used
to avoid taxes in, for example, Denmark or other EU countries.

We revealed how absurd the set-ups were and that Nordea knew about this. Nordea wrote to
Mossack Fonseca several times over a period of three years about a director in around 30 of the
companies of Nordea’s clients. The problem was that the director had been dead for years. The
last time Nordea wrote about it, the director, Ms Scott, had been dead for eight years. This email
also shows that it did not matter that much. Nordea only wanted the director replaced where
relevant, as they write: ‘remember, these are companies that on paper have to appear to be real
companies with real directors, to hide who really owns them’.

We also revealed another dubious business practice in Nordea, namely asking for the
backdating of documents. This is an email where a Danish Nordea employee in Luxembourg
asked for a document to be backdated by almost two years on behalf of a Danish client. The
email was sent in 2012, but they wanted the document backdated to 2010. The response from
Mossack Fonseca? ‘No problem’. They even had a fixed fee for it, depending on how long you
wanted to backdate it. This was actually the only detail that Nordea right away admitted was
wrong in the TV interview I made with the former chief of Nordea Luxembourg. They later
changed their minds and admitted other stuff too.

Nordea is, of course, not alone in helping their customers with these set-ups. The third largest
bank in Denmark, Jyske Bank, was found in both the Panama papers and another big ICIJ leak
– Offshore Leaks. At the time, in 2013, we even visited Jyske Bank’s office in Switzerland
undercover, where they gave us a lot of advice on how to hide our money by moving to Great
Britain, getting a company in Gibraltar, and leaving our money in Switzerland. In the same
series of documentaries, we received advice on how to pay less tax, or no tax at all, in one of
the biggest law firms in Denmark and one of the world’s largest auditing firms, E&Y. The
conclusion from our experts back then was the same with the banks. Without them, the clients
cannot set up or maintain tax set-ups like these. The rules and regulations are simply too
complex.

As you may know, Nordea conducted an investigation after our revelations, but this was not by
any means a full investigation of Nordea’s activities in tax havens. Nordea only checked the
137 active companies their clients had in Mossack Fonseca at the time. We found more than
400 companies, past and present. From the 137 companies Nordea did check, the bank’s own
report of July last year showed that, regarding almost half of these companies, after four months
Nordea still could not be sure if the right amount of tax had been paid. Nordea concluded in
their report that they had not proactively made tax evasion possible, even though we and our
Scandinavian colleagues had revealed the Nordea had ordered letterbox companies in well-
known tax havens, ordered powers of attorney, maintained their clients’ accounts, and so much
more. Nordea also said that, by 2009, they had started to be more on guard regarding these
accounts, but we could still see in documents later than that they asked for backdated
documents, were not concerned about dead directors, and so on.
When our stories broke, Nordea first stated categorically that it did not in any way participate
in avoiding tax and that it had complied with all laws. But around 24 hours later, they had both
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apologised that they should have reacted sooner, and ended up on Swedish television where
they promised that they would cut all ties with Mossack Fonseca.

To finish, one conclusion for me would be that, if a bank tells you that for some reason they
cannot stop working with this company and that set-up, please note that Nordea did exactly that
after our revelations, when they eventually decided to cut all ties with Mossack Fonseca. I
would be very curious to hear what prevented Nordea from doing exactly that years ago.

1-090-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much, Mr Kristensen. We also did it like that in the previous
panel, that a journalist opened, and now you have the floor for Nordea Bank, Mr Elderfield.
Please go ahead.

1-091-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – Thank you for the invitation to participate in today’s meeting and to
contribute to the important debate the European Parliament is leading internationally on the
public policy issues around money laundering, tax avoidance and tax evasion in relation to
offshore companies and their ultimate beneficial owners. My name is Matthew Elderfield, I am
the Chief Compliance Officer at Nordea, and I have been at the bank for three months. I am
joined by my colleague Johan Ekwall, who had my post on an acting basis last year for nine
months and who co-led the internal investigation Nordea’s private banking business in relation
to offshore structures.

I want to give a brief update on the actions we have taken following that internal investigation
in spring 2016. I hope that serves as a useful input into the committee’s deliberations. Let me
start by saying that, as the largest bank in the Nordic region, we recognise that we have an
obligation to meet high standards of compliance and conduct. I want to acknowledge at the
outset that we know we fell below both our own high standards and those of our regulators in
this area. The work of the media put a spotlight on these issues, was a valuable public service
and caused us to examine our practices closely. But let me also say that we have taken, and are
taking, the lessons learned very seriously. We are undertaking a major programme of
improvement to our anti-money laundering (AML) compliance standards and, equally
importantly, we are also driving changes to the culture of the bank to raise the bar in ethics,
conduct and personal accountability. As evidence of our serious approach, an independent
internal investigation was led by Nordea Group Compliance and Nordea Group Operational
Risk, with advice and support from the law firm Mannheimer Swartling, as well as local
auditing and law firms. Mannheimer Swartling has been used as legal advisers to ensure high
professionalism in defining the scope, methodology, structure and documentation of the
findings. The results of this investigation are in the public domain.

The investigation shows that there were significant shortcomings in various aspects of
implementing our AML standards and, as you may know, this is an area where the bank has
had issues which have led to regulatory sanctions. The investigation also found that Nordea in
Luxembourg had, in fact, adopted internal policies on tax compliance that were stricter than
prevailing standards of regulation or law. However, these were not applied with sufficient
rigour. The investigation did not, however, find any evidence that Nordea employees
proactively contributed to tax evasion. There is an extensive action programme which followed
this specific investigation. In addition, we have a major financial crime change programme to
address the issues in the implementation of our AML standards, and this is against the
background of other broader enhancements to our compliance framework.

Let me identify some specific actions that we have taken. We have closed 111 accounts as a
result of our Panama Papers review. We are conducting a strategic review of our Luxembourg
business, which will see a significant reduction in the client base, including those with offshore
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structures. We have undergone a major overhaul of our AML and tax policies, setting more
demanding and specific standards that apply group-wide. We are putting standards of conduct
at the top of our agenda through a new, more rigorous code of conduct for all employees, and
a new ethics and values committee led by our CEO to strengthen our governance and drive
higher standards of conduct across the bank. We are implementing new, stricter criteria for
accepting private banking customers with offshore structures, including assessment of
structures’ substance and complexity. We have more tightly integrated our Luxembourg
operations into the Nordic operations of the bank, and we are making a significant investment
in compliance resources and standards across the bank.

Our journey of improvement is well underway, but we still have some way to go in order to
meet our new higher standards of conduct and compliance. Banks like Nordea across the world,
big and small, are still working to come to terms with the new tougher regulatory standards that
face them in AML, and new expectations around tax compliance.

The committee will be interested in the broader public policy lessons from our own experience.
The truth of the matter is that more rigorous application of the already tough international AML
standards would have gone a long way to address the concerns found in our investigation and,
indeed, by the Swedish and other regulatory authorities. However, while the AML and tax
reporting obligations under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) and the
Common Reporting Standard (CRS) are clear, there are areas where the public policy
framework could be strengthened by the European and international authorities. For example,
a common standard around corporate substance and aggressive tax planning, and clearer
expectations around documentary requirements for tax status, in our view, could be explored
by the committee. Hopefully, we might have an opportunity to discuss those matters in more
depth. Johan and I look forward to your questions.

1-092-0000

Biörn Riese, Mannheimer Swartling. – Thank you again, Chair, for inviting us to share our
experiences from investigating Nordea’s Panama Papers case. Following the disclosure of the
Panama Papers, Nordea’s two second-line control functions, Group Compliance and Group
Operational Risk, as we heard, were instructed by the CEO and the board of Nordea Group to
conduct an internal independent investigation of Nordea Private Banking’s involvement in the
Panama case. In parallel, we, Mannheimer Swartling, were appointed by the CEO and the board
as an external investigator and as an adviser and monitor to the bank. I, Björn Riese led the
project for Mannheimer Swartling, seconded by Andreas Steen sitting beside me here.

As was said, Mannheimer Swartling is the largest business law firm in the Nordic countries.
We do not have any private customers or clients; we work with business law. Among earlier
public investigations we have done, we can mention the investigation regarding TeliaSonera’s
investment in Uzbekistan in the light of allegations about corruption.

In this case, we had two tasks. Our first task was triggered by a request from the Swedish group
regulatory authority (the FSA) and was, to put it briefly, a review focusing from a governance
and risk management perspective firstly on how the board and management of Nordea Bank in
Luxembourg had identified, monitored and ensured reports on the operations of offshore
structures, and secondly, what decisions they had taken based on the said reports.

Our second task was to act as an adviser and monitor during the investigation we heard about,
carried out by Nordea Group Compliance and Group Operational Risk, and our task was to
confirm high professionalism in that investigation, that its conclusions were reflecting findings
of fact, and – maybe most important – that no material findings had been excluded from the
conclusions in the report that would follow and be public.
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For the purpose of our own investigation we interviewed relevant persons and reviewed relevant
charters, policies, instructions and minutes from board and management meetings, risk reports,
compliance reports and the like from 2009 onwards, in total about 880 documents. Furthermore,
we interviewed relevant persons. In our second monitoring role, we closely followed the work
processes of the Nordea Group Compliance and Group Operational Risk. The conclusions from
the Nordea internal investigation as well as our external investigation were presented at the
press conference on 20 July 2016, and at the same time, both the Nordea and the Mannheimer
Swartling reports were made public and they are still available to read.

If we then take a step back, in 2009 Nordea Luxembourg took certain measures towards
increased transparency – I think it has been mentioned just now in the introduction – which
were then believed to go even beyond the industry standards. This was said to be done in
response to what was felt to be increased regulatory demands and a shift in how transparency
and tax evasion were viewed in the European private banking world. Internally, this process
was referred to as the onshore transition. The starting point of the onshore transition was the
introduction of a new code of ethics in Luxembourg in 2009, an initiative followed by our
directions. It was explained to us, however, that the primary objective of the onshore transition
was to increase transparency and relevant tax reporting for all clients with or without offshore
structures, but that the measures were not targeting a discontinuing of offshore structures as
such.

There were several laws and regulations in place, of course, in Luxembourg in relation to the
fight against money laundering and terrorist financing, and the Luxembourg bank had the same
duties on AML regardless of whether the client used an offshore structure or not. However –
and this is important – while off-shore structures as such are not illegal, they could be used by
clients as instruments for money laundering and tax evasion, and they create a different and
inherent risk that needs to be dealt with. Although the fourth EU directive on AML had not yet
been implemented into Luxembourg law, and therefore tax evasion did not constitute a
predicate crime for money laundering, focus on AML and KYC requirements has increased
also in Luxembourg in recent years, as we know.

Finally, I then turn to some of the more specific conclusions in our report. While the board and
management of the Luxembourg bank had been aware of and identified the risks related to
money laundering and tax issues in general, risks related to operations associated with offshore
structures had not as such been identified and addressed in risk assessment processes. Nor had
they been reported as specific risks to the management or the board of the Luxembourg bank,
and on the face of the reporting to the management and the board of the Luxembourg bank,
operations associated with offshore structures were not specifically reported on and hence
appeared to correspond to the business strategy and risk appetite framework of the bank.

However, we concluded in our investigation that this aspect of the reporting could not be said
to have reflected the actual situation in the bank. In addition, we concluded deficiencies in the
governance and risk management of the Luxembourg bank which hindered a good
understanding and overview of matters, and in view of the result of both the internal and the
external investigations, a fair conclusion is that insufficient processes and procedures had been
put in place in order to ensure effective and efficient implementation of the onshore transition
project and specifically, then, the code of ethics.

As mentioned, Nordea Group Compliance and Group Operational Risk reported on their
findings at the same press conference as we did, and in our monitoring role we concluded that
the internal investigation carried out by Group Compliance and Group Operational Risk had
been completed with high professionalism in defining scope, methods, structure and
documentation of the findings and – which, again, is very important – that the conclusions
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reflected in a good way the fact findings and that no material findings had been excluded from
the conclusions presented in the reports.

1-093-0000

Jeppe Kofod (S&D). – Thank you so much for appearing before our committee. I will get
straight to the point. In the Panama Papers, it is revealed that there were seven cases where
Nordea employees asked Mossack Fonseca to backdate documents, including a request to
falsify the powers of attorney, established in 2012, of three Danish customers so that they could
lie and claim that those powers started already in 2010. I understand that in your internal
investigation you came to the conclusion that nothing illegal happened, but how can falsifying
documents be legal? That is my first question.

Secondly, Nordea has stated repeatedly that it asks its clients to report their assets back to their
domestic tax authorities. If so, why has Nordea set up all of these companies in Panama and the
British Virgin Islands? Why have the companies hired nominee directors instead of beneficial
owner registration to register in their own names? That is a key question. Why does Nordea
help them do this, instead of having the real owners behind these companies? Finally, Mossack
Fonseca is just one of these types of law firm that help set up these structures. Can you now
declare that you do not make deals with law firms like Mossack Fonseca, which help your
customers to set up these offshore structures that could be used for money laundering, tax
evasion or terrorist finance?

1-094-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – Starting with the beneficial owners issue and the powers of attorney,
it is absolutely accepted that poor practices were taking place. There is a question of whether it
is criminal or not under Luxembourg law, but it is accepted by the bank that there were poor
practices. In fact, employees did not need to backdate. With regard to that question, and also
the question about offshore structures and what we are doing about that, what we are trying to
implement is ensuring that we get the AML right, get the tax reporting right, and also go beyond
minimum requirements to have a better tax compliance approach. Let me explain that: if our
AML had been done better in the past, that would have gone a long way towards preventing
these problems. This would have involved identifying the beneficial owners and identifying the
source of funds. We know that is a weakness, and we have invested a lot there to raise our
standards and do better. Combining good quality AML standards with the CRS and FATCA
obligations means that you know your customers and that their tax matters are sent to the right
people. What we also want to do, though – and there are no minimum standards in this area –
is look at things like whether the corporate structure is substantive, and why the customer has
an offshore arrangement. That is what we tried to do in the past. Frankly, we did not do it very
well, but we are now trying to put it in place. That is where I think some better international
standards would help: in order to say what offshore structures are acceptable and what are not.
I can give you some more examples of that if you would like, Mr Kofod.

1-095-0000

Johan Ekwall, Chief of Staff, Nordea. – Just a complement to the power of attorney conclusion,
there are requirements for several cumulative criteria to be fulfilled before one can say that
backdating is a criminal offence. The key one that we found to be missing was the benefit for
the employee in requesting the backdating. There has to be an illicit benefit for the employee
and, after consulting with local lawyers in Luxembourg, we did not find evidence suggesting
that had taken place. That is why we came to that conclusion. However, we do not accept
backdating and we have taken the consequences in respect to that.

1-096-0000

The Chair. – Backdating documents is always a crime in my opinion. Please, Mr Kofod, a
further question. We still have some time.
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1-097-0000

Jeppe Kofod (S&D). – I will be very brief. I hope that falsifying documents is not legal, or a
practice that I supported in any way. I am curious to hear what consequences it had internally
after these things happened in Nordea. You did not answer my second question: can you declare
that you will not have dealings with firms such as Mossack Fonseca in the future? I think it is
very important, because you have declared that you stopped cooperating with Mossack Fonseca,
but it is only one of several of this type of law firm.

1-098-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – In terms of consequences for the individuals involved in the
backdating, they will be part of a suitable internal disciplinary process, but I frankly think that
is looking at the wrong side of the organisation. They are relatively junior individuals. For the
senior management that are involved, there will be financial consequences in terms of reduced
bonuses, in line with EU laws and procedures. So there will be financial consequences there.

In terms of dealing with similar firms, as was mentioned, we have exited from the relationships
with Mossack Fonseca. What we are trying to think about is, rather than saying that certain
firms are good and certain firms are bad, to ask what structures the customers are putting in
place. Do we have AML standards right? Yes. Are the customers subject to a CRS jurisdiction
or a FATCA jurisdiction and, in particular, is the structure substantive? We want to see whether
there is a lot of complexity in the structure. For example, are there multiple layers, or is there
an arrangement where there is asymmetry in the tax and the financial flows? Is there a strange
use of credit cards against the offshore structures, and, crucially, is there corporate substance?
So, based on that analysis, we will know which administrators and which jurisdictions are doing
a good job, but this is a difficult area. This is a tricky matter of judgment and, as I say, there is
no international standard of corporate substance. There is no international standard in law about
aggressive tax planning. So this is an area in which we are developing more rigorous rules, but
we are doing it carefully. That will help us rule in and out which are the right customers and
which are the right structures going forward.

1-099-0000

Petr Ježek (ALDE). – A question for Nordea on its branches and due diligence policies. How
does the relationship between the bank and its branches work when it comes to the due diligence
policies? Also, what if the branch is in a third country, especially in a high-risk country? Does
the bank in Europe, for example, fully rely on the due diligence carried out in the third country?
And since the revelation on your internal investigation, have you introduced any changes in this
area of due diligence, branches and third countries?

1-100-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – Yes, I think, to be frank, one of the weaknesses we had in the past was
a decentralised approach, where AML standards varied too much from business area to business
area and branch to branch. One of the innovations we’ve made is to have not only a high-level
group policy but more detailed standards for AML that apply absolutely everywhere in the
group, and that’s what we’re driving out, so that the definition of a high risk customer – and
almost by definition all offshore structures will be high-risk – is something that we want to
ensure is applied consistently across the piece. And in those areas where we have branches with
higher-risk profile, we have put in stronger compliance resources, and we are carrying out this
more rigorous analysis.

So I think a lesson which we have learned and are acting on is: you need a global approach with
consistent standards, effectively requiring the higher end of local law requirements and global
obligations. We are not there yet, we are not fully implemented, and we are still working on
that, it takes a while to embed that. I have worked as a supervisor for 15 years, I have seen it
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takes banks time to embed, I have worked in other banks. But that more consistent global
approach is what we are doing and will help going forward.

1-101-0000

Dariusz Rosati (PPE). – Thanks to our invited speakers who are giving us very interesting
insights into the Nordea case. I have a couple of questions; the first one is to Mr Kristensen.
My sense is that he clearly conveyed the message that, without the active role of banks, most
of these practices would not have been possible. So my question is on what we could do with
that. Should we regulate the banks more from outside, or can we somehow induce banks,
somehow disincentivise them from helping customers to open offshore accounts and doing this
offshore business. What kind of approach should we adopt here, specifically from the European
level?

The next question is to Mr Elderfield. What do you think about the European FATCA? Would
it be helpful in somehow reducing these loopholes and possibilities for money laundering? And
the other question is a very specific one. Why was it that Nordea chose its Luxembourg branch,
Nordea Bank (Luxembourg), to conduct all this business with Mossack Fonseca? Was it
because of very specific, let us say, characteristics of the Luxembourgish tax or bank regulatory
environment, or was there some other reason for that?

1-102-0000

Søren Kristensen, Danish Broadcasting Corporation, Investigative Journalist at the
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, – Well, when we talk about regulations
I really have to leave that up to you, the politicians: I’m a journalist, I’m not here to regulate.
But what I can say is that I think it is a very good idea to follow the banks strictly when they
say that they are now doing much better. You have to keep an eye on them, because it is one
thing for them to say they are going to change, but can they really change the culture in the
banks? I stumbled upon something in your 20 July report when you suddenly changed the word
from ‘aggressive’ tax structure to ‘complex’ tax structure. That really does not help anything,
and actually the word ‘complex’ is one you see used quite a lot since the Panama papers.

As to regulation, I think it is also important to mention what is not actually the responsibility of
the banks, namely how you exchange information. Because it is not enough to have exchange
agreements: there have to be facts to exchange. For example Denmark has for a few years had
an agreement with Panama to exchange information. The problem is there is no information to
exchange. They do not have the owners, they do not have the records, and they do not really
have anything the Danish tax authorities can use for anything. So therefore – and this is an
international problem – there have to be some standards and there has to be some transparency
if you want to keep an eye on the banks.

1-103-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – On the first question concerning FATCA in Europe, my understanding
is that Europe applies the common reporting standards of the OECD, which effectively does
what FATCA does. So if you ask me what the building blocks of a more effective approach are,
I would say: implement AML and implement CRS. By implementing AML you know your
customers, you know who the ultimate beneficial owner is, you know who the sources of funds
are, and then you send that information to the right tax authorities. As long as you are within
the CRS framework of the OECD, which I think Europe is, I think that already helps. As I said
earlier, there are some areas for improvement in the policy framework around corporate
substance, which I think would be useful.

Why Luxembourg? Luxembourg has developed as the centre for asset management, UCITS are
registered there, we have our asset management business, it has tended to be the centre for
international private banking, so it is really for historical reasons that Luxembourg has that
concentration of business, not just from Nordea, but banks from Europe and around the world.
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1-104-0000

Biörn Riese, Mannheimer Swartling. – Professor Rosati brought up an issue that we touched
upon in the earlier session today, namely regulation and ‘tone from the top’. My experience is
that it is obviously good to have regulation, regulation is needed and there are a lot of
regulations. I think this scandal also shows that in combination with the regulation you need to
have some pressure. You need tone from the top internally, but you also need the pressure from
stakeholders. So now that the journalists have revealed this, that will also increase the pressure
from stakeholders around the financial institutions, and personally I think that is equally
important because just regulation would not solve this.

1-105-0000

The Chair. – Vielen Dank. Regarding Luxembourg, we will do our own investigations about,
including a visit there. Luxembourg offers specific conditions. That is why it is a direct
incentive.

1-106-0000

Emmanuel Maurel (S&D). – I have three questions. My first – I would like to return to the
subject of Luxembourg – goes to the Nordea bank.

Despite your Nordic roots, whose importance you stress in your internal inquiry, your
international private banking activities are carried out in Switzerland, Singapore and
Luxembourg. My question is very simple. Why choose Luxembourg as the base for activities
which, as you mention in the inquiry – and this is a very interesting aspect – are largely carried
out over the phone or via email (opening an account is really very simple)?

You cite historical reasons, but isn’t the reason rather that Luxembourg has no specific Know
Your Customer rule and, above all, that banks in Luxembourg – as also mentioned in your
external inquiry – are not obliged to inform either the public authorities or their parent
establishment should customers be found to be committing tax evasion offences – another factor
mentioned in your inquiry? Is that the reason? If you had been obliged to set yourselves up in
another European country, where would you have gone?

My second question is to all our guests. It concerns some information that we MEPs lack –
some clarifications we need to be able to take effective action with regard to tax advice and tax-
saving schemes. At what effective tax rate – and I mean really effective – do you think it
becomes more profitable to direct revenue outside the European Union? Because we MEPs are
trying to establish a minimum effective corporation tax rate. We need this information.

My last question is to all the speakers. I would like to ask each of you your personal opinion.
Do you think that a 0% corporation tax rate – and I really mean 0% – makes a place a tax haven?
Why am I mentioning this? Because the Member States are currently debating the matter at the
Council and some say that a 0% tax rate does not make a country a tax haven. I would like your
opinion on the matter.

1-107-0000

The Chair. – Thank you very much. We rejected this delegated legislation with a qualified
majority. Although a Zero tax rate is not conventional and not prevalent in Europe – in the
European Union – rather, the minimum tax rates are higher: 12.5% in Estonia and 10% in
Ireland.

Okay. Who would like to answer?

1-108-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – I am not the world’s greatest expert on corporate tax rates. I think the
definition of ‘tax haven’ is one that people struggle with. You can consider it in terms of the
prevailing tax rate. I think the OECD, rather usefully, said that this is around cooperation: are
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you signing up to international standards for automatic exchange of information? But there are
lots of different views on that. In terms of location of operations, banks will typically have a
branch network to get closer to their international customers: Singapore, Switzerland,
Luxembourg. Many banks will have that, including ones that I have regulated or worked for in
the past, and for historical reasons we have pared back our international operations over time.
I will note one particular thing: it is correct to say that in the past Luxembourg did not have tax
as an AML predicate offence, but that has now been addressed in the Fourth Anti-Money
Laundering Directive. In any case, as I said, our failings – and we acknowledge them on AML
– were more substantial and fundamental than that. We had weaknesses in doing our KYC, and
we have acknowledged that in this internal investigation, which was quite hard-hitting. That is
what we are working on, going forward.

1-109-0000

Johan Ekwall, Chief of Staff, Nordea. – I just want to clarify that our group’s AML policy and
KYC standards have been the same in the Nordea branch in Luxembourg as in the Nordic
region, so there is no difference in how we have run the bank from that perspective. It is also
important to say that corporate tax rates have not had any impact on our behaviour in this matter
at all. Also, in the internal investigation, we found no evidence of any agreement between
Nordea Bank and Mossack Fonseca, so we were a true intermediary acting on behalf of
customers.

1-110-0000

Biörn Riese, Mannheimer Swartling. – I think that as long as there are differences in the tax
system, whether within a country or between countries, there will always be an attraction to
move around in those systems. Obviously, we all understand that it would not be the same tax
system all over the world. Having said that, in my opinion, it boils down to the definitions we
have already talked about today – tax evasion and aggressive tax planning and avoidance of tax
– and to be clear on what we mean by those definitions. The problem there, however, is that
everything changes all the time and there are new structures and new ways of doing business,
for instance, in a globalised world. So this is a huge challenge, but I think everyone agrees that
tax evasion is not allowed. It is not allowed for advisers to deal with that, and not allowed for
clients, obviously. It is much more complicated, if we talk about aggressive tax planning, to
define that.

1-111-0000

The Chair. – Yes, Luxembourg and Ireland play a specific role in that only the parts of turnover
and profits of large international companies that are accounted for in those two smaller
countries, are taxed. In the case of Apple there is the Commission proceeding and in the Case
of Amazon a proceeding against Luxembourg is underway. In both cases only the proportions
which originated in the country were taxed and not the whole delivery area. It is therefore a
form of aggressive tax construction by Member States of the European Union.

1-112-0000

Pirkko Ruohonen-Lerner (ECR). – I have a question for Mr Elderfield from the Nordea bank.
Thanks to the country-specific reports on banks in the EU, we know that in 2015 Nordea had
as many as 393 employees in Luxembourg and that the number has been rising. Moreover, you
have recently advertised tax-planning for insurance services on the Isle of Man, and LuxLeaks
revealed the existence of hundreds of accounts in Panama and the British Virgin Islands that
you had arranged for your customers. I noticed your internal assessment, which states that you
have made improvements to customer identification.

Hence, my first question is: why does a Nordic bank need 393 employees in Luxembourg? In
this context, I would like to remind you that Nordea’s sustainability guidelines state that ‘we
look at compliance not just as something we have to do to earn and retain our “licence to
operate,” but as something we want to do, because ultimately, it builds trust with our customers
and makes society safer.’ What effect have the disclosures in the Panama Papers had on your
solidarity efforts? There is a clear contradiction here.
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Thirdly, I would like to point out that, at least in Finland, Nordea has a very active role in
societal discussion, and your economists often give advice on how the Finnish economy should
be managed. How can you give credible advice to others after the Panama scandal?

1-113-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – On the last point, I would like to repeat for my opening statement that
we accept, as a bank, that we fell short of the high standards that we set for ourselves, and those
from our regulator and from our customers. So that is a fair comment from the member of the
committee. I think we should be judged by the fact that we were willing to do an internal
investigation, to share quite bluntly the criticism of our own performance and to appear before
the committee today, and to make a big investment in AML standards and controls and
compliance and exiting customers. We know we have fallen short, but we are working very
hard to improve our approach. We are a lot better than we were 12 months ago, and we will be
better still 12 months from now. For our Luxembourg operations, the number of offshore
structures has come down significantly over the years prior to the investigation and will
continue to do so. We need to have the right number of employees in there to support those
operations, including by doing AML checks.

1-114-0000

The Chair. – Who would like to expand? That was a plethora of questions which all point in
the same direction: What is so attractive about Luxembourg? I could give an answer from a
German perspective which explains that we have taken a long time to implement capital gains
tax and reporting obligations at EU level. A lot of money has flowed into Luxembourg which
meets the criteria of black money.

1-115-0000

Maite Pagazaurtundúa Ruiz (ALDE). – Chair, I have one general remark and two questions.

Mr Elderfield, you are not the only ones. In this Committee, we have seen FATF members who
had no idea that anything was going on; we have seen intermediaries who with one hand aided
tax evasion and the other national governments, and it was not a zero-sum game. And that
reminded me of a film which I am sure you will remember: Casablanca. There is a point at
which Captain Renault, while collecting his illegal gambling winnings, says: ‘I am shocked,
shocked, to find that gambling is going on in here!’

My questions are for Mr Kristensen.

Would you not say that, rather than relying on these ethical codes that we have been discussing,
a more effective approach would be to impose sanctions on the banks and other financial
institutions, for example by revoking the licences of those with subsidiaries operating in
jurisdictions deemed uncooperative by the EU?

Would you not say that, rather than maintaining an appearance of respectability and pursuing
internal standards, a much more effective approach would be to refuse access to European
Central Bank financing?

1-116-0000

Søren Kristensen, Danish Broadcasting Corporation, Investigative Journalist at the
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, – Actually, I think that Mr Elderfield
should answer. As a journalist, I really do not have an answer to this.

1-117-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – There actually are quite strong sanctions, which have got tougher over
time. Let us be clear: by and large, this is not an area of self-regulation. There are the four
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directives for anti-money laundering, which are quite clear, and as I said very frankly, our
problem was that we did not meet the minimum regulatory requirements. We know that. We
are working hard at it.

There is an area where we are effectively now trying to set higher standards: as I said, there is
AML and there are common reporting standards, but the question is whether society and the
committee have an expectation of our banks to do something about aggressive tax planning
where it is not part of the AML rules, and to assess corporate substance where that is not part
of the AML rules. We are exploring ways to do that. As you heard from the earlier panel, there
is a debate around tax avoidance. Where does tax avoidance and tax evasion have a boundary?
Where is aggressive tax avoidance? For our part, the one area where we are making our own
rules, on our own initiative, is in trying to wade through this difficult area and assess the
corporate substance of these structures. That is on top of the regulatory requirements for AML,
CRS and FATCA.

1-118-0000

The Chair. – Mr Elderfield, if I may add something: you said in your response to Co-rapporteur
Kofod, that we need international criteria for aggressive tax planning. What should they
contain?

1-119-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – I can think of a few things to consider. I think there is an OECD
definition, but that is not embedded in law anywhere. The things that we are looking at is the
complexity in the layers of the structure. Is there an asymmetry in the tax flows between the
structures? Most importantly, again, is the question of corporate structure: what is a substantive
corporate structure, and what is not a substantive corporate structure? Is it merely that it has a
board? Do the Directors meet every year? Are there accounts filed? Are the accounts filed in
the jurisdiction? Then you get to this whole difficult question about the Director – whether they
have 11 000 other directorships, which becomes a bit hard to accept. So this is an area where
policymakers have struggled to define what corporate substance is, and so it is difficult for an
individual bank to try to judge that, but we are trying to do that.

1-120-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. A Mossack Fonseca employee was the head of 1000 companies.

1-121-0000

Matt Carthy (GUE/NGL). – I have couple of follow-up questions to Nordea’s representatives.
We have heard some of the criticisms regarding the internal investigation that was launched
after the Panama papers were leaked: the fact that it was conducted in-house and in
collaboration with a business law firm and KPMG, the secrecy and discretion that was involved
in the process, and the substitution of the limited and – as I would call it – biased mechanism
for an open court in exonerating Nordea from findings of criminality. But I think one of the
glaring aspects of the internal investigation is the fact that it was only actually investigating
those offshore structures that had a direct link with Mossack Fonseca or the jurisdiction of
Panama – so 129 out of a total of about 562 offshore structure customers.

The internal investigation makes recommendations that the remaining hundreds of Nordea’s
offshore clients should also eventually be reviewed for potential tax evasion, so I am asking
whether you could provide us with some detail of the progress that has been made to date in
reviewing these 400-odd offshore clients that were not examined in the initial internal
investigation? Could you give an outline as to the percentage of Nordea’s total assets these
customers represent, and tell us whether there are some clusters or patterns that can be seen in
the remainder of the offshore structures at this point – for example, whether there are specific
jurisdictions or whether there are particular law firms that are reappearing – and also whether
or not the results of this review are going to be made public? If so, when?
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1-122-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. The question was to Nordea, particularly with regard to the Mossack
Fonseca numbers and the remaining cases. Mossack Fonseca is just a symbol of the problem.

1-123-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – I might ask my colleague Johan to talk a little bit about the initial
investigation and how we approached it and the rigor with which we did that. I was not there at
the time, but what I can say is that some of those conclusions were pretty blunt and hard-hitting
for a bank to say about itself, including its approach to AML. Let us put this in context: we have
got some 11 million customers at Nordea. The Luxembourg operation has about 8000
customers, of whom 560 have some sort of offshore element. We prioritised looking at the
Panama and Mossack Fonseca ones, we have exited 111, and we are still working through the
process of the others. What we have done in the meantime is set these tougher AML standards,
and so as we go back through that population we are now doing it to a more exacting standard
and we are trying to employ this tax lens as well on corporate structures. So that is not finished;
it is going to take us months still to do that. We acknowledge that and we are still working on
it, but we want to do it properly and with good rigor.

1-124-0000

Johan Ekwall, Chief of Staff, Nordea. – Two comments: first of all, on the scope of the
investigation, we had a basic consideration to make and that was whether to investigate all
offshore structures in one go, or if we should focus on the Panama-related ones. We settled,
obviously, on the latter – to focus on the offshore structures established on Panama or by
Mossack Fonseca, for the reason that we did not want an investigation that would drag on for a
very, very long time.

So we put a very harsh deadline on ourselves, and said that each and every offshore structure
and each and every beneficial owner of those structures who were customers of Nordea were
to be investigated. One KYC file could range from some 100 pages up to over 1000, with
correspondence over years and years between the customer and Nordea, with papers
documenting the source of wealth, the source of funds, the purpose of the all the offshore,
whether ongoing transactions in that structure had matched well with the purpose of the
business as described when the offshore structure was set up. That took that took some 25
compliance and operational risk officers four to five months of around-the-clock work to
compile.

We should also say that we have committed ourselves to investigate, in the second step, each
and every one of the other offshore structures in Luxembourg from a tax and from an AML
perspective. The total amount of those assets on offshore structures amount to 2% of total assets
under management in Luxembourg. That is approximately EUR 200 million, and the total
assets under management in Nordea are approximately EUR 300 billion.

1-125-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. In order to make the dimensions clear, I have a request: Nordea has
not yet made any written contributions. If you could later submit in writing what action you
have taken, that would be very helpful for our work.

1-126-0000

Heidi Hautala (Verts/ALE). – Of course, we are here as lawmakers, but I must also make a
personal statement because my father was a bank manager in the previous incarnation of Nordea
for 25 years. I have therefore basically grown up with Nordea until last autumn, when I started
to phase out my relationship with Nordea for the reasons that we are discussing here today.

My question is: have you suffered other clients in your activity? Have you lost more than just
myself out of your 11 million customers because of the reputational damage that you have
inflicted upon the society and to your clients?
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It is also very regrettable, as the chair said, that you have not answered the written questions
that were sent to you by the committee, and we expect them to arrive swiftly.

I would also like to know, concerning the further investigations that are going to be done, when
are you going to investigate and publish the results of how your branch in Switzerland, and
perhaps on the Isle of Man, functioned in this respect? This is still lacking. Also, I would like
to know why your internal report only blames local employees at Nordea Luxembourg in their
wealth management and client relationship units, and why it did not address the responsibility
of the group compliance and group operational risk divisions, which had the job of preventing
misconduct and crime? In this respect, I would have expected that the chairman of the Board,
Mr Wahlroos, would have appeared in front of the committee to explain the very highest level
of responsibility on due diligence and how this is going to be practiced.

I need to come back to the questions that several colleagues have asked, especially Mr Kofod,
the co-rapporteur, about these other corporate service providers. When are you going to publish
the list of those other corporate service providers besides Mossack Fonseca, and what kind of
relationships have you had in the area of competence of this committee?

1-127-0000

Johan Ekwall, Chief of Staff, Nordea. – First of all, I am very sorry to hear that a Member of
Parliament here has exited her relationship with Nordea. That is a sad thing to hear. We have
said that there is nothing more important than dealing with compliance matters and creating
satisfied customers – customer satisfaction is, of course, important for us. The net number
shows that the number of private customers in the bank has increased during this period of time.
So there are certain customers leaving, and there are a large number of customers also joining
the bank. That goes for both private individuals and corporate customers.

When it comes to Switzerland, the international private banking operation in Switzerland was
part of the internal investigations, so conclusions and the procedures in Switzerland are covered
in this investigation. The Isle of Man set-up was sold in 2010.

1-128-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – I would just add briefly for the Member of the European Parliament
and for you Mr Chair, in terms of the list of corporate service providers, I think I mentioned
earlier that what we are doing in that, in the tax due diligence policy that we are rolling out for
the Luxembourg operations, is not to say that Mossack Fonseca is bad and Elderfield Plc or tax
advisors is good. It is to ask what the structure is – whether it is too complex, whether it is
substantive – and those that do not meet the test we do not want to do that business with, and
those who do make the test are fine. As I mentioned in an earlier answer, it is important that
there will be senior management accountability – there will be financial consequences for the
senior managers who oversee this.

We are taking compliance very seriously, and the tone from the top – as was mentioned earlier
– is that big emphasis will be placed on that. Our current chief executive is focused very much
on driving higher standards of compliance. We have made a big investment: for example, about
two years ago we have had a couple of hundred people working on AML, but now it is well
over a thousand people. We have got a lot of international experts into the bank and we have
fully rewritten our standards on AML, better management information, more rigorous
governance, better transaction monitoring and more quality assurance, so there is a serious
commitment to get compliance standards better at the bank.

1-129-0000

The Chair. – The damage to image is certainly greater in the north of Europe than in other
parts of Europe.
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1-130-0000

Andreas Steen, Mannheimer Swartling. – I just want to add, with regard to responsibility
internally and what has been said about that – Mr Elderfield has already said something about
the internal sanctions – in addition to that, we have directed harsh criticism towards the
executive management of Nordea Bank in Luxembourg and also the board of that bank, which
is shown in the in the investigations that we have done, and which we have written about in the
report. So it is clear from the investigations that also management and the board within the
company has a responsibility for this.

1-131-0000

Søren Kristensen, Danish Broadcasting Corporation, Investigative Journalist at the
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, – I just have a follow-up question for
Nordea because, as I understand it, this offshore business is actually a small part of your
business. This is something I have heard from other banks before: they say ‘we do not really
deal that much in this, we make our money elsewhere’, and I believe that is more or less true.
Then why do you still continue to do it? If it is so unimportant for you, why do you still help
your customers do this? I do not hear you say today that you are going to stop; you are just
going to stop with Mossack Fonseca. I do not understand it, if it is such a small part of your
business.

1-132-0000

Biörn Riese, Mannheimer Swartling. – I was just going to add again that the reports are out
there. I understand that the committee members have not had the time and possibility to read
these reports, but they are rather short and very clear. There are discussions about governance
structures in the reports, so I would like to again refer to the reports. Those could be important
in understanding this.

1-133-0000

The Chair. – I assume that it will be made available to us. Ms Hautala also requested it, quite
rightly. Mr Elderfield, you wanted to briefly add something to Mr Kristensen’s interjection.
1-134-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – Just very quickly, to be clear, we are not saying that we are only
stopping with Mossack Fonseca. What we are saying is that we are implementing more rigorous
AML standards, we are implementing the CRS and FATCA, and we are rolling out more
rigorous tax due diligence standards, and that has already led to 111 customers being exited.
Some were from Mossack Fonseca; others were not. Going forward, we expect that to lead to
a smaller number of offshore customers, but, as the International Commission of Investigative
Journalist says on its website, offshore structures can be legal. They can be acceptable. So some
of our customers will want to do that, and we will support them in that, and that means trying
to find a rigorous way under the AML rules and under tax due diligence to sort out which are
the good ones and which are the bad ones. That is what we are trying to do.

1-135-0000

Marcus Pretzell (ENF). – Firstly, I wanted to ask Mr Kristensen whether he had found
indications that money from offshore sources had potentially flowed into parties in Europe,
particularly in the European Union.

And secondly – I will now try for the third time, Mr Elderfield, I am the third person who has
tried to be more precise: You have mentioned a few figures. Fewer than a thousandth of your
clients are in Luxembourg. If you take the offshore clients, then we are talking about 0.05% of
your clients. Those are figures that you yourself stated. And you are claiming that we are talking
about EUR 200 million, so not even EUR 1 million per client. That is – as a well known
German colleague of yours once said – peanuts. At the same time you tell us that you cannot
reduce the number of employees in Luxembourg because there are so many compliance tasks
there.
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Would it not be productive to immediately scrap the whole Luxembourg and offshore business
because it is totally disproportionate to the deposits, to the managed deposits? I therefore ask
again: is it true that only a few hundred thousand euros are managed per offshore customer?
And please can you explain the business model to us. What do you earn or what have you earned
in the past in Luxembourg and from offshore business and why has this paid off?

1-136-0000

Søren Kristensen, Danish Broadcasting Corporation, Investigative Journalist at the
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, – Yes, this part will be short. I understand
the question to be whether we have evidence that money has been flowing to politicians in the
EU, or something like that. Not to my knowledge. There could be, because there are so many
stories out there, but not to my knowledge.

1-137-0000

The Chair. – Yes, yes, we will also question the Russian banks on this subject.

1-138-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – In terms of the Luxembourg business, the types of activity that you
would have there, as in any international private bank, range from wealth management services
to lending and providing banking accounts. That Luxembourg business has shrunk over time. I
think that in our report Johan said that the number of offshore accounts had gone down from
1 200 two years before to 550, and it will shrink further in the future.

But, as I said, we need to be clear in our mind that the FATF and the ICIJ say that offshore can
be legitimate. We have some customers with legitimate offshore accounts. We are trying to
differentiate those where we have AML concerns – we want to exit them – from those where it
is fine. We just want to do this in an orderly way and support those customers who have a good
reason for those accounts.

1-139-0000

Johan Ekwall, Chief of Staff, Nordea. – I would just like to add briefly that, hopefully, our
message is clear: our focus is on tax compliance and AML and making sure that we feel fully
comfortable dealing with each and every customer. I think it is slightly disrespectful to say that
this is peanuts. As mentioned, we have 11 million customers. On an individual basis in the big
scheme of all our assets, every customer is small. Some customers have slightly more, but it is
the totality of our customer relationship which creates a good and strong bank.

1-140-0000

The Chair. – Yes, the figures require a certain amount of further clarification. Perhaps you
could give it to us in writing, because Luxembourg is also an interesting location for other
reasons, not only because of offshore companies, but also because of tax rulings. That is also
of interest to us incidentally.

1-141-0000

Thomas Mann (PPE). – Thank you very much. I have a question for Mr Elderfield. You have
been Head of Compliance at the company only since November 2016, you are not yet able to
see everything – but you have a great responsibility, because ensuring that this all works is
simply part of company ethics.

Your boss said at the time, at the beginning of 2016, there had only been isolated business
contact with Mossack Fonseca and distanced himself from the accusation that tax evasion could
happen. Okay. Mr Kristensen has, however, identified in these important papers that there were
11 000 references to the bank in the Panama Papers with more than 400 client connections.
Which means this is a relevant area. Do you agree with the figure that has just been given – you
have explained, we have 11 million clients –, that 25 000 clients have left the bank? You could
also say that is only a small sector. But there is occasionally a real qualitative difference from
client to client.
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What measures will you seek to take in the area of corporate governance? You explained before
that new standards were needed. You talked about a new global approach – I noted that – or do
you want to work differently to monitor money laundering standardisation. How does your
concept or structure differ from governance to date, which has clearly not worked? What is the
situation with informing employees, preventing misconduct? Is there current training which
deals with that? And my final question: do you have a type of code of ethics which you would
like to implement in the process with the business sector and also for personnel matters? I would
be very interested to know that.

1-142-0000

The Chair. Thank you, Thomas Mann We return to Nordea Bank.

I now have Olle Ludvigsson for the S&D Group on my list. And Mr Lucke, you also registered
for this round of Catch-the-eye? No, only for the next one. Then I still have Ms Joly and
Ms Gomes, the two Vice-presidents, for Catch-the-eye, and then we are at the end of the list.

1-143-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – The report, which was published last July, was very self-critical on
AML, and I think it was a credit to the management at the time that they exposed this publicly,
as it concluded that there were significant shortcomings on AML in the Luxembourg operations
surrounding activities such as the initial ‘Know Your Customer’, ongoing due diligence, and
transaction monitoring, and that some of those activities were quite cursory.

So we do acknowledge today, and the bank has openly and transparently acknowledged last
summer, that there were weaknesses, and we have been subject to sanctions. So we know we
have got a lot of work to do. Training is definitely an important part of it. We have numbers of
rounds of training on AML and there is more under way right now. It is very important that the
frontline colleagues understand what is expected of them in terms of doing KYC.

It is not always straightforward in a complicated case to figure out sources of funds, to figure
out corporate substance, and it is absolutely right, as implied by the question, that you cannot
approach this just in terms of rules. That does not work; you have got to approach this in terms
of conduct. It is not just about what you can do, it is about what you should do, and that involves
compliance, but it also involves management and tone from the top. As part of that we have
introduced a much more extensive and rigorous code of conduct. We are saying to all our
employees: you have got to abide by the rules, but you have also got to think about what the
right thing to do is, and that is crucial if this is going to work in Nordea or any bank.

1-144-0000

Olle Ludvigsson (S&D). – It is a great pleasure that you are here. Some things that I am going
to talk about may repeat what others have said, but I want to pursue them nonetheless.

When the Panama Papers were published, the then CEO said that it would immediately stop
cooperating with the Panamanian firm Mossack Fonseca and that the letter-box entities set up
in that tax haven with the intention of avoiding taxes were already a closed chapter in 2009.
However, in May 2010 Nordea met again with Mossack Fonseca, and from the meeting notes
it appears that the meeting was held in good spirits and that Nordea was looking forward to
working with Mossack Fonseca in the future.

Later in the same year a meeting was held at Nordea’s office in Luxembourg, where it appeared
that the letter-box entities continued to be of interest, but only in combination with other
arrangements, because the more expensive ones are only interesting to extremely rich
customers.
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In June 2013, Nordea indicated to Mossack for the first time that it wanted to get rid of the
majority of its letter-box entities in Panama. At that time interest seemed to be turning to other
approaches, such as Malta offering an effective tax rate of only approximately 5% to the rich
Nordea clientele. The Panama approach seems to continue in parallel to this.

As late as 2015 Nordea asked Mossack Fonseca to arrange a new letter-box entity for a
customer. Sveriges Television can also show that in that same year approximately 100 letter-
box entities that Nordea had arranged for its customers were still registered and active.

Although you have already said quite a lot, I would very much like to know whether you would
like to clearly and explicitly explain how Nordea will now – and as you have said, you are doing
a lot of work on this matter – follow up on this matter? How will you follow up on the
governance framework that you told us you hope to create? I will ask you straight up: is it true
that you have stopped creating letter-box entities in tax havens, or is this still happening?
I would like to say that I worked in a large company in Sweden for many years and also had a
seat on the company board. I am a little taken aback. Does the board not know about this, that
this activity takes place? I must say that I am a bit surprised. After all, it is the board that takes
the final decisions. Audit companies also follow up on company matters in one way or another
and provide the board with information. This is usually done at least once a year, whatever the
situation, in an effort to provide some pointers on what has gone well and what has not gone
well.

Has this type of discussion taken place within the board? Perhaps you cannot answer this
because many topics addressed in board meetings are confidential, but I am asking the question
regardless.

1-145-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – There are quite a few questions there. It is correct to say that the
Panama Papers showed that the bank had set out a higher standard in 2009-2010 in our so-
called Code of Ethics. In the internal investigation, again, self-critically the bank itself said that,
whilst it aspired to do better, it did not deliver and did not implement those, so I think we
acknowledge again that this fell short of the standards there.

Secondly, we have now exited from Mossack Fonseca. Thirdly, in terms of the board, the legal
review from our colleagues on my right looked particularly at the oversight arrangements and
was very critical about that, so I think that is in the public domain. Nordea in its own financing
does not use shell companies. We do our financing onshore, we have exited Cayman, we have
exited the Isle of Man in terms of our cells in the past. So that has taken place, and in terms of
how to police this going forward, that is something that the Compliance department has a big
responsibility to check on going forward.

1-146-0000

Biörn Riese, Mannheimer Swartling. – I just wanted to point to our report once again where
we say that, in the light of the reporting provided to the executive management, the Luxembourg
board and the relevant Nordea group functions throughout the relevant period – that is from
2009 – it appears that the operations associated with offshore structures have not corresponded
with the business strategy of the Luxembourg bank. So there is also a fault in the flow of
information and that is specifically addressed in the governance report.

1-147-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. We will then be able to receive and analyse the report. I now have
three more Catch-the-eye items. I had forgotten Ms Heidi Hautala. We are on track. I would
suggest that the questions be summarised: first Vice-president Eva Joly, then Ana Gomes and
then Heidi Hautala.
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1-148-0000

Eva Joly (Verts/ALE). – I want to make one observation first. You are saying that you have
learned the lessons, you are taking the lessons and you are acting upon the lessons. What would
we think about thieves, taken red-handed stealing, if they told us: ‘We are learning lessons, we
will become better?’ I mean what happened to the crimes, to the offences that were made clear
to the public opinion in the Nordea case?

What kind of sanctions have you taken? I think we do not want the ‘minds have changed and
lessons have been learned and we are acting upon the lessons learned’ discourse any more. We
want people to be sanctioned that have set up these offshore firms, that have deprived Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Finland of tax resources, and I want to know how many people were
sanctioned. I have the feeling that this is a set-up. You are covering up what happened because
you know very well that if there were a criminal investigation and you were an accomplice to
tax evasion you would be responsible for the money that the states lost.

So here is a tremendous subject for you, and growing your compliance department from 200 to
1 000 people is the price you are paying not to get in that situation and it will not be credible if
there are no sanctions. I want to say to Biörn Riese and Andreas Steen: are you not afraid that
your law firm will lose its credibility in not finding sanctions to pronounce?

1-149-0000

Ana Gomes (S&D). – Sindika Dokolo is a gentleman who established the company Melbourne
Investments in the Netherlands, which bought the company Victoria Holdings in the
Netherlands, which bought the company Victoria Limited in Malta, which bought the legal
business De Grisogono Jewellery. This gentleman is not a nobody; he is Congolese born,
married to the daughter of the President of Angola, now running Sonangol, but happens to be
also a Danish citizen because his mother was Danish. How do you treat a person in these
circumstances? Do treat him as a politically exposed person (PEP) or as a common Danish
citizen?

How do you actually conduct your due diligence regarding PEPs? Do you buy this list of PEPs,
or would you find it useful to have an official list of PEPs? For instance, Ukrainian NGOs have
set up a list of the Ukrainian PEPs. Are you using that as part of the Know Your Customer
diligence?

Finally, what do you do when you actually find not offshore activity, but actually onshore
activity as part of the cycle of laundering money – investing in legal business or property in
Europe?

1-150-0000

Heidi Hautala (Verts/ALE). – First, as a follow-up question to Nordea, have you already
investigated the offshore activities in your Switzerland branch? Yes or no?

And then, to Mannheimer Swartling, I think it is a great privilege to have you here. I would like
to ask you – because you have already mentioned that you also worked on the TeliaSonera
scandal, another major corruption issue in a Nordic company – whether you see similarities
between the cooperate governance and culture of Nordea and that of TeliaSonera? What would
be your suggestion on how to bring back the good Nordic standard on following law and
transparency and accountability?

1-151-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. We will now close the list of questions. Before we respond I would
like to say: according to my information, four Nordic countries are at the top of Transparency
International’s list. In addition to the three Member States, Denmark, Sweden and Finland there
is also Norway. Then Singapore and then the Netherlands. That means: the loss of confidence
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is particularly great if the Nordic Standard – as Ms Hautala says – is not adhered to. That was
my closing remark, over to you all.

1-152-0000

Matthew Elderfield, Head of Group Compliance and Member of Group Executive
Management, Nordea. – Mr President, as I said at the outset, we know that high standards are
expected of us as a Nordic bank, and we know we fell short of those. As regards these points,
we agree that there has to be accountability. I have talked about sanctions in terms of the powers
of attorney issue, in terms of disciplinary matters, but more importantly for the senior managers
involved in terms of there being financial consequences.

You talked about criminality. There is only one area of potential criminality we identified in
our investigation, but I think it is right for banks who make mistakes to say they have learned
the lessons and try to improve going forward. That is the only way we are going to get better at
supporting our customers and society as a whole, and we are happy to come here and to explain
how we have done that. We do have politically exposed person (PEP) screening approaches. I
cannot talk about specific cases, obviously – because of confidentiality, I could not talk about
any individuals here – but we have PEP screening. I think we use two lists, although I cannot
quite remember which lists we use for that. Certainly, you would expect an enhanced due
diligence review for PEPs with more scrutiny for that, and if you find a problem, onshore or
offshore, we have very clear obligations, which is to investigate that ourselves and to make a
suspicious transaction report to the right authorities. On the Swiss branch question, Johan can
help with that.

1-153-0000

Johan Ekwall, Chief of Staff, Nordea. – Yes, the Swiss branch was included and covered in
the internal investigation. Very briefly on the statement that we said in 2009 that we stopped
with our cooperation with Mossack Fonseca, that is some kind of misunderstanding. What we
communicated was the new code of ethics and the new requirements, but we have not stated
that we stopped the relationship with Mossack Fonseca.

1-154-0000

Biörn Riese, Mannheimer Swartling. – I think I could maybe answer both questions in one
thought. We are fortunate in the European Community to have well-working legal systems.
With regard to the financial sector, we have financial authorities looking into that, and we have
regulations as we mentioned, but we also have the criminal law side and prosecutors working
well.

In the Telia case there have been international prosecutors working with us for a number of
years, and we know that in the Panama case regulatory authorities are looking into these issues.
Personally I feel confident that this is on the radar of the relevant regulatory authorities. Seen
from the point of view of Andreas Steen and myself, we all feel that we are contributing to
transparency, and by that we are also contributing to ensuring that these companies – both
Nordea and Telia, to mention them again – are actually getting a platform for increasing and
developing their internal controls and, in this case, within a heavily regulated area as well.

The similarities are there. There are many differences but there are similarities. I think the most
obvious similarity is the lack of tone from the top or, maybe better expressed, that there are
different opinions within the organisation how things are run. I think that Nordea today has
explained how they are working on trying to form another culture than the culture we detected
both in the internal investigation and the external investigation we made and produced last
summer. I do not know, Andreas, if you would like to add anything?

1-155-0000

Andreas Steen, Mannheimer Swartling. – I agree with what you say. About patterns, there are
similarities. We have mentioned a word earlier today, which is ‘integrity’, which is something
that is crucial and key in all the situations that we have been investigating. But there has been
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a lack of integrity, I would say – and insufficient governance and control, of course. That is
how a systematic wrong-doing is established rather than individuals doing something wrong
within their services. So yes, there are definitely similarities and a pattern that we can see. We
can also say that, from the experience from our investigations, we can see that companies that
have been investigated and are scrutinised by media come out many times as much better
companies, and have also served as role models for others. So you could say that, unfortunately,
sometimes a scandal or scrutiny by the media has certainly fostered this, which is of course
something positive.

1-156-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. I would like to thank you very much. We have discussed a lot of
questions. Not all of the answers have been satisfactory. We will be receiving the written
answers. We will carry on with it.

I would like to point out, before I close today’s meeting is that not all of those who were invited
accepted. In particular – the secretariat told me that the supervisor and bank associations
declined, the Swedish ones. And Sven Giegold has asked to say one more thing on this subject.

1-157-0000

Sven Giegold (Greens/EFA). – I would like simply to share that I think we are at a moment in
these investigations where we see a certain systematic obstruction, and I think we should not
accept that. So, in the reading room we have basically only the old documents, and the few new
ones are widely blackened even on issues where there is no Member State approval needed. We
have not received all the written answers which we have a right to receive. Here today we have
seen companies whom I thank for their participation, only they didn’t participate with those
who are responsible, but with those who are today doing the tidying-up work, and I think this
committee should demand that people who are really in responsibility show up.

In Malta, for the delegation meeting we are about to arrange, I have never seen a national
parliament apparently not responding to our demand to meet their European colleagues, and we
cannot accept that politically exposed persons from Malta do not respond to our invitations.
Lastly, I think we should now really step up the tone, and we as an investigating committee
have to accept and expect that all partners we work with respond to our invitations and deliver
the material we have a right to.

1-158-0000

The Chair. – Thank you. I should say that in the last coordinator meeting we discussed the fact
that the visit to Malta is approaching and that we would give the Maltese authorities, former
members, active members and also the parliamentarians more time until the deadline.

Our first fact-finding mission to London will take place this afternoon. So I am grateful for the
discipline here today. I would like to thank the interpreters, who have stayed five minutes longer
than planned, all the participants for their interesting statements and I will now officially close
the sitting. The next hearing is on Monday, 6 March here in Brussels. Many thanks.

(The sitting closed at 12.35.)


